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ACRONYMS 

SET Single-electron tunnelling 

NP Nanoparticle (of gold) 

GA Genetic algorithm 

NDR Negative differential resistance 

MC Monte Carlo 

MF Mean-field 

IQ Intelligence quotient 

EIM Evolution in materio 

NASCENCE NAnoSCale Engineering for Novel Computation using Evolution 

 

RECTIFIER FUNCTION 

[𝑥) ≡ 𝑚𝑎𝑥(0, 𝑥) 

 

THRESHOLDING FUNCTION 

(𝑥|𝑦) ≡ [𝑥 − 𝑦) − [−𝑥 − 𝑦) 

 

NOTATION OF VARIABLES 

Scalar 𝑥 is italic, vector 𝒙 is bold italic and matrix x is sans-serif bold. An exception is the SET 

network capacitance matrix C, so that C𝑟𝑟′ (element at row 𝑟 and column 𝑟′) is distinguishable from 

the mutual capacitance 𝐶𝑟𝑟′. 
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1 Introduction 

 

Those are the opening lines of a cheeky humanoid robot in the Indian Tamil movie  

[Shankar2010], a science fiction blockbuster of the year 2010. Moving forward, in the year 2100, such 

a fantastic scenario may actually be reality if we continue with the exponential growth of computing. 

See the infographic below to get an impression, adapted from [Kurzweil2010]. Its prediction is still valid 

in 2018, considering that Apple’s iPhone X is capable of up to 6 × 1011 operations per second. 

 

Infographic sourced from Wikimedia Commons, by courtesy of Ray Kurzweil and Kurzweil Technologies, Inc. 

 

 Although what people consider artificial general intelligence is nowhere close to sight yet, 

machines with artificial neural networks capable of deep learning [LeCun2015,Schmidhuber2015] are 

getting closer to humankind. The latest smartphones have apps that can translate speech input and 

narrate the scenery captured on camera, in real-time and with reasonable accuracy. In other ‘playing’ 

fields, machines of Google’s DeepMind have achieved superhuman level in Atari 2600 video games 

[Mnih2015] and the classic board game Go [Silver2016]. DeepMind’s AlphaGo defeating the human 

world champion was breaking news because it is a game that requires a great deal of intuition 

[Nielsen2016] to choose winning moves out of possibilities that branch out to astronomically large 

numbers. However, to gain these victories, deep learning machines are relatively energy hungry. 

AlphaGo machine is made of 4 tensor processing units (TPUs, [Jouppi2017]) that consume ~40 W 

each. In comparison, a human brain consuming ~20 W on average is capable of way more 

multitasking! 

• iPhone X 
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In the coming few years, we shall see further developments in application-specific ICs 

[Han2016,Chen2017] to make more efficient deep learning machines. In fact, the Neural Engine in 

Apple’s iPhone X implementing Face ID is a baby step in that direction. But to continue the 

exponential growth of computing, we may need a paradigm shift and come up with truly 

neuromorphic architectures [Gomes2017]. 

At the start of my PhD research, IBM released a ground-breaking chip called TrueNorth that 

could simulate artificial neural networks using a million spiking-neuron integrated circuit with a 

scalable communication network and interface [Merolla2014]. Their thumb-sized chip could perform 

multi-object detection and classification with 400×240 pixel video input at 30 fps, while consuming a 

paltry 63 mW of energy. The reason for such great energy efficiency is because the system exchanges 

information by spikes of electronic conduction, similar in principle to spikes of ionic conduction in 

biological neural networks. However, training methods to fully exploit this kind of a system based on 

spiking neurons are still in development [Abbott2016,Eliasmith2012,Esser2015]. 

Okay, so far so good. But how can we push the envelope even further to reach the ultimate 

physical limits [Lloyd2000] of computing? Looking beyond neural networks, natural computers in 

general exploit the emergent properties and massive parallelism of interconnected networks of locally 

active components [Hopfield1982,Watts1998]. And it is the process of evolution that has resulted in 

intelligent systems that use energy efficiently, utilizing whatever physical processes are exploitable 

[Toffoli2004]. So instead of making circuits of functional units that have design rules to exclude 

physical processes such as capacitive crosstalk, it seems more natural to use matter in its designless 

form and exploit all possible physical processes for computation. 

Miller and Downing [Miller2002] propose to use artificial evolution of complex physical 

systems for this purpose, and introduced the term ‘evolution in materio’. They envision that a truly 

open-ended evolutionary process could exploit unknown physics and chemistry of the real world, 

leading to discoveries by serendipity. They suggested exploring materials like liquid crystals, 

conducting polymers and voltage controlled colloids due to their special properties. Initial 

experiments done on liquid crystals at the microscale to evolve a frequency discriminator proved 

successful [Harding2004], and this led to a growing interest in the field. The EU thus funded 

NASCENCE [Broersma2012], a project in which systems at the nanoscale could be engineered for 

novel computation using evolution. It was brandished as a ‘High risk, High gain’ project because of 

its extreme novelty, until then designless matter at the nanoscale had not been configured to perform 

computation. 

Our initial experiment [Bose2015] with the evolution of a designless nanoparticle network into 

reconfigurable Boolean logic was successful and is considered to be a pioneering work in the field of 

‘evolution in nanomaterio’ [Han2015]. It was also discovered that our system met the essential criteria 

for the physical realization of neural networks and thus began my journey into neuroevolution. The 
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proposition of ‘neuroevolution in nanomaterio’ is explained in Figure 1.1. It is suggested to revisit this 

figure after completing Chapter 5 for a deeper understanding. 

 

R

Input
signals

program

Wiring 
configuration

Nano
Material
Network

Output 
signals

Real world

Human designed 
computer server 

knowledge and skills

evolutionary
feedback

data

 

Figure 1.1. Neuroevolution in nanomaterio. An interconnectable network of nanomaterials is proposed to realize an 

intelligent mind by the evolution of its wiring configuration. A human designed computer serves as a body for the mind by: 

processing data (e.g. an image, audio time series) to input signals (e.g. input layer connectivity, time-varying voltages); 

providing knowledge and skills (e.g. object recognition, chat assistant, vehicle control) from output signals (e.g. charge 

states, time-varying currents); and running a genetic algorithm to optimize the wiring configuration. 

 1.1 Outline 

A main objective of this thesis is to prove that an interconnectable network of nanoparticles can be 

tuned to perform pattern recognition by the evolution of its wiring configuration. 

We start by describing the physics behind charge transport in a nanoparticle (NP) system by 

modelling it as a single-electron tunnelling (SET) network in Chapter 2. And, we propose a novel 

mean-field approximation to simulate the current-voltage relations of large-scale SET networks, much 

faster than a Monte Carlo method. 

To build our NP system, in Chapter 3, we learn how to pattern electrodes on a silicon 

substrate and fill a cluster of NPs in between them. In our work, gold NPs coated with a molecular 

monolayer are trapped by dielectrophoresis (DEP). We apply DEP theory to derive parameters that 

result in effective trapping. 

In Chapter 4, we look at experimental results on several independent NP clusters. From 

measurements across a large set of random voltage configurations, we study the abundance of 
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Boolean functions including logic gates and some kinds of memory. We see that using a genetic 

algorithm to optimize the voltage configuration produces even better results than a random search. 

To scale up our system for greater functionality, in Chapter 5, we design a small-world 

architecture that interconnects several NP clusters by electronic switches whose wiring is configured 

by a computer server. We call this a ‘NP internet’ and show by means of simulations that its current-

voltage relation is diverse across interesting wiring configurations. The wiring configuration is 

mapped to the weights of a neural network, and we study its capacity for pattern recognition by means 

of simulations for a toy problem, i.e. classification of 3×5 pixel images of the digits 1-8 by a NP 

internet consisting of 8 clusters, each cluster being a disordered system of 4 NPs in between 8 

electrodes. 

While our focus has been on NP systems so far, any physical system whose input-output 

relation is diverse across configurations, could realize some form of intelligence. In Chapter 6, we 

model intelligence as the capacity to relate patterns to data. We map input-output relations of a 

physical system to a table of datum-pattern relations, from which we calculate an IQ metric. This 

methodology is applied to experiments on a nanomaterial cluster of dopant atoms. Future experiments 

to demonstrate the practicality of our IQ metric are outlined. 

Finally, in Chapter 7, we reflect upon the impact of our work within the scientific community 

and note down avenues for further research. 
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2 Single-electron tunnelling in nanoparticle networks 

 

In the year 1947, it was found in the Netherlands that microscopic granular metal films exhibit 

extremely nonlinear current-voltage relations at low temperatures and low electric fields. This 

discovery was explained as a result of the thermal energy and electromotive force being insufficient to 

provide the electrostatic energy required to separate charges over distant metal grains [Gorter1951]. The 

phenomenon is now known as Coulomb blockade, and was rigorously explained in 1985 by the 

‘orthodox’ theory of single-electron tunnelling (SET) [Averin1986]. A good review of SET physics and 

circuit designs can be found in [Likharev1999,Wasshuber2001]. To date, applications of SET for 

computing are limited due to spatially random background charges and variance in device dimensions 

at the nanoscale. However, we can take a complementary point of view, and regard this diversity as an 

asset to realize a natural computer, where functionality could emerge from ‘rich physics’ in networks 

tuned by evolutionary learning. That is what we demonstrated in our work, Evolution of a disordered 

nanoparticle cluster into reconfigurable Boolean logic [Bose2015]. In this chapter, we shall understand 

what this rich physics is by means of theory and simulation of the current-voltage relations in SET 

networks. 

 2.1 SET network model of a NP cluster 

Consider a cluster of islands of metallic NPs separated by molecular monolayer coatings, and 

surrounded by electrodes (as shown in Figure 2.1a). Each island is labelled from 𝑟 = 1to𝑁, and a 

bias, output ground, gate electrode are labelled by 𝑠 = B, O, G, respectively. Note that we avoid the 

commonly used terms source/drain electrodes because the flow of electrons in SET networks is not 

always unidirectional. The molecules form tunnel junctions such that the resistance for electron 

tunnelling from island 𝑟 to island 𝑟′ is 𝑅𝑟𝑟′ = 𝑅𝑟′𝑟 and the mutual capacitance is 𝐶𝑟𝑟′ = 𝐶𝑟′𝑟. For 

tunnelling between island 𝑟 and electrode 𝑠, the values are 𝑅𝑠𝑟 and 𝐶𝑠𝑟, respectively. The self-

capacitance of island 𝑟 is 𝐶𝑟𝑟. 

 

� 𝑠 −= 1
�𝑟  = 1

𝑟′𝑠 𝑟

  𝑠

1 2

3

G

B O

(𝑅𝑟𝑟 , 𝐶𝑟 𝑟 )
𝐶𝑟𝑟

(𝑅𝑠𝑟, 𝐶𝑠𝑟 )

𝑁 =  

(a) (b)

 

Figure 2.1. (a) A NP cluster. The green hairs are molecules separating NPs from each other and the electrodes. The 

electrodes are labelled as B for bias, O for output ground and G for gate. (b) Section of a SET network showing an applied 

voltage   𝑠 on electrode 𝑠, two islands 𝑟 and 𝑟′, self-capacitances, and tunnel junctions which are represented by a box with a 

cut in the middle. The arrow represents tunnelling from electrode 𝑠 to island 𝑟 across a tunnel junction. Due to that tunnel 

event, electron number � 𝑠 is decreased by 1 and �𝑟 is increased by 1. 
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Electrons tunnel through the resulting SET network as shown in Figure 2.1b, affecting the 

electron number �𝑟 on an island or � 𝑠 on an electrode (the bar is used for parameters of electrodes). 

To determine the occurrence of these tunnel events, we shall compute the change in free energy for 

tunnelling across each junction. 

2.1.1 Free energy of a tunnel event 

Given applied voltages   𝑠 and island charges 𝑞𝑟 =–�𝑟𝑒, the island potentials  𝑟 are obtained by 

solving the charge balance equations 

𝑞𝑟 = 𝐶𝑟𝑟 𝑟  ∑ 𝐶𝑟𝑟′( 𝑟 −  𝑟′)

𝑟′≠𝑟

 ∑𝐶𝑠𝑟( 𝑟 −   𝑠)

𝑠

= (∑𝐶𝑟𝑟′

𝑟′

 ∑𝐶𝑠𝑟

𝑠

) 𝑟 − ∑ 𝐶𝑟𝑟′ 𝑟′
𝑟 ≠𝑟

− ∑𝐶𝑠𝑟  𝑠
𝑠

, 

Equation 2.1 

where we see contributions due to the self-capacitance, mutual capacitances between island𝑟 and all 

the other islands, and stray capacitances between island 𝑟 and all the electrodes. Defining a 

background electron number 𝑚𝑟 ≡ −∑ 𝐶𝑠𝑟  𝑠𝑠 𝑒⁄ , the entire system of equations can be cast into a 

vector and matrix form 

−𝒏𝑒 = C𝑽  𝒎𝑒 

Equation 2.2 

⇒ 𝑽 = −Φ(𝒎  𝒏), 

Island potential Equation 2.3 

where Cis the corresponding capacitance matrix (with C𝑟𝑟′ = −𝐶𝑟𝑟′,C𝑟𝑟 = ∑ 𝐶𝑟𝑟′𝑟′  ∑ 𝐶𝑠𝑟𝑠 ), and we 

introduce Φ = 𝑒C−𝟏
 as the charging potential matrix. Note that the largest matrix element of Φ, 

defined as the critical potential 𝜑 of the SET network, is analogous to the ionization potential in 

atoms, and will be used later as a measure for applying voltages in simulations. 

The charge induced on an electrode 𝑠 is given by 𝑞 𝑠 = ∑ 𝐶𝑠𝑟(  𝑠 −  𝑟)𝑟 . The electrostatic 

potential energy due to all charges is 𝑈 =
1

2
∑ 𝑞𝑟 𝑟𝑟  

1

2
∑ 𝑞 𝑠  𝑠𝑠 . The work done by the applied 

voltages on the system is 𝑊 = ∑ (𝑞 𝑠  𝑒� 𝑠)  𝑠𝑠 . 

Note that 

∑𝑞 𝑠  𝑠
𝑠

= ∑∑𝐶𝑠𝑟(  𝑠 −  𝑟)

𝑠

 �̅�
𝑟

= ∑(−∑𝐶𝑠𝑟 �̅�) 𝑟
𝑠𝑟

 ∑∑𝐶𝑠𝑟  𝑠
2

𝑠𝑟

 

= ∑(𝑒𝑚𝑟 𝑟  ∑𝐶𝑠𝑟  𝑠
2

𝑠

)

𝑟

. 

Equation 2.4 

The free energy of the system is, 
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𝐹 = 𝑈 − 𝑊 =
1

2
∑𝑞𝑟 𝑟
𝑟

−
1

2
∑𝑞 𝑠  𝑠
𝑠

− 𝑒∑� 𝑠  𝑠
𝑠

 

=
1

2
∑(−𝑒�𝑟 𝑟 − 𝑒𝑚𝑟 𝑟 − ∑𝐶𝑠𝑟  𝑠

2

𝑠

)

𝑟

− 𝑒∑� 𝑠  𝑠
𝑠

. 

Equation 2.5 

It is cast into 

𝐹(𝒏, �̅�) =
1

2
(𝑒(𝒏  𝒎) ∙Φ(𝒎  𝒏) − ∑𝐶𝑠𝑟  𝑠

2

𝑠,𝑟

) − 𝑒�̅� ∙ �̅�. 

Equation 2.6 

The change in free energy corresponding to a transition from a state 𝒏 to 𝒏  Δ𝒏 by tunnelling of Δ�𝑟 

electrons to each island 𝑟 and Δ� 𝑠 electrons to each electrode s is hence given by,  

Δ𝐹(𝒏, Δ𝒏, Δ�̅�) = 𝐹(𝒏  Δ𝒏, �̅�  Δ�̅�) − 𝐹(𝒏, �̅�) = 𝑒 (Δ𝒏 ∙ (Φ(𝒎  𝒏)  
1

2
ΦΔ𝒏) − Δ�̅� ∙ �̅�)

= 𝑒 (Δ𝒏 ∙ (−𝑽  
1

2
ΦΔ𝒏) − Δ�̅� ∙ �̅�) 

Equation 2.7 

The tunnel event of a single electron from location 𝛼 to 𝛽 (via junction α|𝛽) can be represented by 

using the Kronecker delta notation as Δ�𝑟 = −δ𝑟𝛼  δ𝑟𝛽, and Δ� s = −δ𝑠𝛼  δ𝑠𝛽. For this case, the 

change in free energy can now be written as 

Δ𝐹 = −𝑒∆𝛽
𝛼 ∙ (V −

Φ∆𝛽
𝛼

2
). 

Equation 2.8 

where ∆𝛽
𝛼 ≡ Δ𝒏 ∪ Δ�̅� and V ≡ 𝑽 ∪ 𝑽. 

If the change in free energy is negative, then a tunnel event through that junction is 

favourable. Next, we shall calculate the tunnel rate for such an event. 

2.1.2 Tunnelling rates 

A general treatment for computing tunnelling rates involving multiple electrons tunnelling 

simultaneously across multiple junctions is described in [Averin1992]. For SET networks with high 

charging energy  𝑒𝜑 ≫ 𝑘B𝑇, and tunnel resistance 𝑅 ≫ ℎ/𝑒2, it is a good approximation to only 

consider a single electron tunnelling through a junction (island-island or electrode-island) at the 

rate𝛤 = [−Δ𝐹 𝑒2𝑅⁄ ), where we introduce the rectifier function[𝑥) ≡ max(0, 𝑥). We shall deal with 

only such ideal SET networks in here. Thus the tunnelling rate through a junction α|𝛽 can be written 

as 

Γ𝛽
α(�) = [∆𝛽

𝛼 ∙ (V −
Φ∆𝛽

𝛼

2
) 𝑒𝑅𝛼𝛽⁄ ) 

Equation 2.9 
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Since our tunnel junctions are symmetric with 𝑅𝛼𝛽 = 𝑅𝛽𝛼 (although others may use asymmetric 

junctions for functional advantages [Matsumoto1997]), we obtain a convenient expression for the bi-

directional tunnelling rate as 

Γ𝛼𝛽(𝒏) ≡ (Γ𝛽
α(𝒏) − Γ𝛼

𝛽(𝒏)) = (∆𝛽
𝛼 ∙ V|

∆𝛽
𝛼 ∙Φ∆𝛽

𝛼

2
) 𝑒𝑅𝛼𝛽⁄ , 

Tunnelling rate Equation 2.10 

where we introduce a thresholding function (𝑥|𝑦) ≡ [𝑥 − 𝑦) − [−𝑥 − 𝑦). 

Note that for (𝑥|𝑦) = 0, 𝑦 ≥ 0 it follows that |𝑥| ≤ 𝑦. Hence, the threshold (stability) condition for 

Γ𝛼𝛽(𝒏) = 0 is that 

|∆𝛽
𝛼 ∙ V| ≤ (

∆𝛽
𝛼 ∙Φ∆𝛽

𝛼

2
). 

Equation 2.11 

Thus we can derive an island-island tunnelling threshold condition for Γ𝑟𝑟′(𝒏) = 0 as 

| 𝑟 −  𝑟′| ≤ (
𝛥𝛷𝑟𝑟  𝛥𝛷𝑟 𝑟

2
), 

Equation 2.12 

where 𝛥𝛷𝑟𝑟′ ≡ (𝛷𝑟𝑟 − 𝛷𝑟𝑟′), and electrode-island tunnelling threshold condition for Γ𝑠𝑟(𝒏) = 0 as 

| 𝑟 −   𝑠| ≤ (
𝛷𝑟𝑟

2
). 

Equation 2.13 

Using these threshold conditions, we shall analytically describe the ‘stability regions’ where 

tunnelling rates are zero across all junctions. 

2.1.3 Charge stability diagram 

For applied voltages �̅�, a state 𝒏 is stable when tunnelling across all junctions is classically forbidden 

because Γ𝛼𝛽(𝒏) = 0. Furthermore, a state is metastable during a time interval 𝜏 when tunnelling is 

quantum mechanically improbable because Γ𝛼𝛽(𝒏)𝜏 ≪ 1. Thus, based on the threshold condition for 

Γ𝛼𝛽(𝒏) = 0 we can obtain a stability region for �̅�. For a basic SET network with electrodes 𝑠 ∈

{B, O, G} we set �̅� = {  B, 0,   G}. The stability region is then defined with (  G,   B) as the (x,y) axes as 

shown in Figure 2.2. 

To simplify the Island potential Equation 2.3, we define an electrode-island coupling factor 𝜅𝑠𝑟 ≡

𝜱𝑟∙𝑪𝑠

𝑒
, so that 

 𝑟 = −𝜱𝑟 ∙ (𝒎  𝒏) = 𝜅G𝑟  G  𝜅B𝑟  B − 𝜱𝑟 ∙ 𝒏 

Equation 2.14 

because −𝜱𝑟 ∙ 𝒎 = 𝜱𝑟 ∙ 𝛴𝑠
𝑪𝑠

𝑒
  𝑠 = 𝛴𝑠𝜅𝑠𝑟  𝑠.  

For stability across junction 𝑟|𝑟′, we derive from Equation 2.12 that 
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|(𝜅G𝑟 − 𝜅G𝑟 )  G  (𝜅B𝑟−𝜅B𝑟 )  B − (𝜱𝑟 − 𝜱𝑟′) ∙ 𝒏| ≤ (
𝛥𝛷𝑟𝑟  𝛥𝛷𝑟 𝑟

2
), 

Equation 2.15 

which is typically a stability band as illustrated in Figure 2.2a. 

Similarly, we derive from Equation 2.13 that for stability across junction O|𝑟 we require 

|𝜅G𝑟  G  𝜅B𝑟  B − 𝜱𝑟 ∙ 𝒏| ≤ (
𝛷𝑟𝑟

2
), 

Equation 2.16 

and for stability across junction B|𝑟 we require 

|𝜅G𝑟  G  (𝜅B𝑟 − 1)  B − 𝜱𝑟 ∙ 𝒏| ≤ (
𝛷𝑟𝑟

2
). 

Equation 2.17 

The intersection of stability bands of the above two tunnel junctions, results typically in a stability 

diamond as shown in Figure 2.2b. 
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O
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Figure 2.2.(a) Typical stability band due to island-island tunnelling threshold condition, Equation 2.15. (b) Typical stability 

diamond obtained due to electrode-island tunnelling threshold conditions, Equation 2.16 and Equation 2.17. (c) Canonical 

four-island network with 6 colour coded tunnel junctions. (d) Stability band (coloured region) for 𝒏 = {0,1,1,0} due to each 

tunnel junction (of the same colour) in the square region defined by (  G,   𝐵) = (±𝜑,±𝜑). (e) Stability region (in grey) as 

obtained by intersecting the stability bands of all tunnel junctions. (f) Stability diagram obtained by combining stability 

regions of all possible charge configurations of the above network. Some stability regions are too small to see. 
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The intersection of the stability bands of all tunnel junctions, results in a convex polygon that 

defines the complete stability region for a certain charge configuration 𝒏. By considering stability 

regions of all possible charge configurations, the stability diagram of an SET network is obtained 

analytically. In Figure 2.2c-f we perform the above analysis on a four-island uniform SET network 

introduced in [Shin1999] that is capable of negative differential resistance and hysteretic memory, with 

𝐶𝛼𝛽 = 𝐶 for the 6 tunnel junctions, 𝐶𝑟𝑟 = 0 and 𝐶G𝑟 =  𝐶. 

So far in literature [Mizuta2007] stability diamonds, hexagons and octagons have been reported. 

From our constraints in Equation 2.16 and Equation 2.17 we can reason that for a network with 𝑀 

tunnel junctions, the stability region is always a convex polygon with at most 2𝑀 vertices. The exact 

positioning and shape of these stability regions can also be expressed analytically in neat matrix-

vector expressions that generalize to any SET network. This is a remarkable improvement to the work 

of Imai [Imai2015a,Imai2015b,Imai2014,Imai2012] focussing on few-particle systems and dealing with 

ratios of long polynomial functions of capacitances. 

Mathematica code to analytically plot stability regions for any SET network is given in 

Appendix 1. This is an improvement to an online JavaScript simulator by Guenther Lientschnig 

(http://lampx.tugraz.at/~hadley/set/setnets/setnets.html) which calculates stability regions of SET 

networks with up to 10 islands. Our code may also be used to obtain stability diagrams for SET 

networks, but since the number of charge configurations scales up exponentially with 𝑁, analytical 

stability diagrams are impractical for medium scale (𝑁 > 10) SET networks. We shall now look at 

charge dynamics after loss of stability. 

2.1.4 Charge dynamics at critical potential 

To illustrate basic principles of charge dynamics, we consider an SET network of 𝑁 islands in series 

as shown in Figure 2.3, with uniform gate capacitance 𝐶 and tunnel junctions between neighbors (of 

resistance R and mutual capacitance 𝜅𝐶). The capacitance matrix is of the form 

C = 𝐶

(

 
 

1  2𝜅 −𝜅 0 … 0
−𝜅 1  2𝜅 −𝜅 ⋱ ⋮
0 ⋱ ⋱ ⋱ 0
⋮ ⋱ −𝜅 1  2𝜅 −𝜅
0 … 0 −𝜅 1  2𝜅)

 
 
. 

When the mutual capacitance is negligible (𝑁𝜅 ≪ 1), we would obtain a simple expression for the 

charging potential matrix with elements 𝛷𝑟𝑟′ = 𝜑𝜅|𝑟−𝑟′|with 𝜑 =
𝑒

𝐶
. Such an exponentially falling 

potential is due to strong screening by nearest neighbours, unlike a weak screening regime as in free 

space where potentials fall inversely with distance [Whan1996]. 

When no external voltages are applied (  B =    = 0) and 𝒎 = 𝟎 (in the absence of 

background charges and gate voltage   G = 0), the system settles to a charge configuration for which 

Γ𝛼𝛽(𝒏) = 0 across all tunnel junctions. In this case, �𝑟 = 0 is a trivial stable charge configuration. On 

http://lampx.tugraz.at/~hadley/set/setnets/setnets.html
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setting a sufficiently positive bias   B, an electron may be pumped through the network by a chain of 

tunnel events ΓB
1(�𝑟 = 0) → Γ1

2(�𝑟 = −𝛿𝑟1) → ⋯Γ𝑥
𝑥+1(�𝑟 = −𝛿𝑟𝑥)… → Γ𝑁

 (�𝑟 = −𝛿𝑟𝑁). As shown 

in Figure 2.3, an electron initially tunnels from island 1 to electrode B, introducing a charge of +𝑒 into 

the network, which further induces a cascade of tunnelling events from island 𝑥  1 to island 𝑥 for 

𝑥 = 1 to 𝑁 − 1, and a final tunnel event from electrode O to island 𝑁 that resets all charges to 0. This 

process continues in a cycle and is measured as a ‘hole’ current from electrode B to O. If 𝜏𝛽
𝛼 =

1

Γ𝛽
𝛼 is 

the expected duration for a tunnel event, we estimate the current as 
𝑒

𝜏B
1+𝜏1

2+⋯+𝜏𝑁
O, derived from the total 

duration for the sequence of all tunnel events. 

 

Γ1
2 �𝑟 = −𝛿𝑟1

1 x NB Ox+12

G

Γ𝑁
 (�𝑟 = −𝛿𝑟𝑁)

(a)

(b)

 

Figure 2.3. (a) Schematic showing the series SET network. (b) Sequence of tunnel events resulting in current. From top to 

bottom every time one tunnel event takes place. 

 

Note that 𝑚𝑟 = −
𝜅𝐶𝑉B

𝑒
𝛿𝑟1 and using Equation 2.9 we can derive that when 𝑁𝜅 ≪ 1 and 

  B = 𝜑 =
𝑒

𝐶
, 

Γ𝑥
𝑥+1(�𝑟 = −𝛿𝑟𝑥) = [

(𝜱𝑥+1−𝜱𝑥)∙𝒎+
𝛷𝑥𝑥−𝛷𝑥+1,𝑥+1

2

𝑒𝑅
) = [

(𝜱𝑥,1−𝜱𝑥+1,1)𝜅𝐶𝑉B

𝑒2𝑅
) = [

(1−𝜅)𝜅𝑥�̅�B

𝑒𝑅
) ≈

𝜅𝑥

𝑅𝐶
, 

ΓB
1(�𝑟 = 0) = [

𝑉B+𝜱1∙𝒎−𝛷11/2

𝑒𝑅
) = [

𝑉B(1−
𝛷11𝜅𝐶

𝑒
)−𝛷11/2

𝑒𝑅
) = [

𝑉B(1−𝜅)−𝜑/2

𝑒𝑅
) ≈

1

2𝑅𝐶
, and 

Γ𝑁
 (�𝑟 = −𝛿𝑟𝑁) = [

−𝜱𝑁∙𝒎−𝑉O+𝛷𝑁𝑁/2

𝑒𝑅
) = [

𝛷𝑁𝑁/2+𝛷𝑁1
𝜅𝐶�̅�B

𝑒

𝑒𝑅
) = [

𝜑/2+𝜅𝑁�̅�B

𝑒𝑅
) ≈

1

2𝑅𝐶
.  
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Here we have 𝜏1B = 𝜏 𝑁 = 2𝑅𝐶 and 𝜏𝑥+1,𝑥 = 𝑅𝐶𝜅−𝑥. This means the current is 
𝑒𝜅𝑁−1

𝑅𝐶
 as determined 

by the rate limiting step of 𝜏𝑁,𝑁−1. The threshold condition for Coulomb blockade,  B =
𝑒

2𝐶(1−𝜅)
, is 

independent of 𝑁. 

Except for a limited case of ordered and disordered SET networks 

[Geigenmüller1989,Middleton1993,Bakhvalov1991,Šuvakov2010], analytical expressions for charge 

dynamics through SET networks are still unwieldy, and thus we resort to numerical simulations. 

 2.2 Simulation methods 

The standard approaches [Wasshuber2001] to simulate charge dynamics keep track of the system’s 

microstate 𝑖, which reflects the instantaneous integer number of excess electrons on each island. If we 

operate within a charging regime of 0 or 1 excess electrons, then each microstate can be represented 

by a binary string of length 𝑁. For example, 𝑖 = 011 in a system of three islands at a charge 

configuration 𝒏(𝑖) = {0,1,1}. There are 2𝑁 such microstates 𝑖 over which the system evolves in time 

by tunnelling events (Markov jump processes).The microstate jumps from i to 𝑗 at a rate Γ𝑖𝑗 =

Σ𝛼,𝛽Γ𝛽
𝛼(𝒏(𝑖)) obtained by summing over all possible tunnelling events (𝛼, 𝛽:𝒏(𝑗) = 𝒏(𝑖)  ∆𝛽

𝛼
). 

For certain applied voltages, the system settles over time into a stable charge configuration 

𝒏(𝑘), such that Γ𝑘𝑗 = 0 for all 𝑗. Then the microstate probability can be indicated with help of the 

Kronecker delta notation: 𝑃𝑖 = 𝛿𝑖𝑘, where 𝑘 is known as an absorbing state. 

In other cases, the system may end up cycling among a set of microstates with a stationary 

distribution {𝑃𝑖}, resulting in a current flow 𝐼𝛽
𝛼 = Σ𝑖𝑃𝑖Γ𝛽

α(𝒏(𝑖)). Here the distribution is derived by 

solving the conditions of static equilibrium ∑ [Γ𝑖𝑗𝑃𝑗 − Γ𝑗𝑖𝑃𝑖]𝑗≠𝑖 = 0 and total probability ∑ 𝑃𝑖𝑖 = 1. 

For example, in Figure 2.4a, a chain of source, sink and interparticle tunnelling events results in the 

microstate jumping from 010 to 110 to 100 and back to 100. This can repeat in a cycle to yield a 

stationary distribution such as {𝑃010 = 0.7, 𝑃110 = 0.2, 𝑃100 = 0.1and𝑃others = 0} for Γ110
010 =

1, Γ100
110 =  .5, Γ010

100 = 7andΓothers
010,110,110 = 0. 

In more complex cases [Šuvakov2009], the current flow can fluctuate over time due to a non-

stationary distribution {𝑃𝑖(𝑡)}. For complex SET networks, it is not a priori known what the resulting 

mode of charge dynamics is, and hence for the most accurate simulations we need to solve a master 

equation (ME) system (see Figure 2.4b) to determine {𝑃𝑖(𝑡)}. This is extremely time-consuming for 

large SET networks, and thus Monte Carlo (MC) methods [Wasshuber1997] are employed in practice 

to generate sufficiently accurate results at a fraction of the cost. 
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Compute Γ  for possible tunnel events 

between the entire microstate space

Solve the linear system of Master 

equations

 𝑃𝑖 𝑡

 𝑡
= ∑ Γ𝑖𝑗𝑃𝑗 𝑡 − Γ𝑗𝑖𝑃𝑖(𝑡)

𝑗≠𝑖

Compute Γ  for tunnel 
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microstates
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Set microstate 𝑖
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Figure 2.4. (a) An example SET network of 3 islands where applied voltages result in a cycle of tunnel events. The energy 

level diagrams show the source at an electrochemical potential energy = −𝑒  B , tunnel junction B|1, electronic occupancy 

on island 1, tunnel junction 1|2, electronic occupancy on island 2, tunnel junction 2|O, and sink at ground level 𝐸 = 0. The 

arrow thickness represents the tunnelling rate across that junction. There is no tunnelling to island 3 so that  � = 0 all the 

time. (b) The ME method fully describes the time-evolution of microstates by computing all possible transition rates Γ𝑖𝑗. (c) 

The MC method provides a cheaper solution by iteratively exploring a subspace in vicinity of the relevant microstate. (d) 

The MF method provides an approximate solution for the macrostate 𝒏  by balancing the mean currents 𝐼𝛼𝛽(𝒏 ) in each 

junction. 

2.2.1 Monte Carlo method 

The MC simulation method is outlined in Figure 2.4c. If we start near an absorbing state 𝑘, then one 

may expect that only few iterations are necessary to establish stability. On opening up tunnelling 

pathways by modulation of gate or bias voltages, 𝒏(𝑘) may lose stability, and there is a need to 

sample many more tunnel events either to measure a current flow or to settle into a new absorbing 

state 𝑘′. So in case of large networks with massively parallel tunnelling pathways, the cost of 

simulating SET networks to a good precision rises significantly. For a network with 𝑁 islands, it costs 

~𝑁  operations to compute Φ and initialize 𝑽. Thereafter, evaluation of Γ for each of the 𝑀 tunnel 

junctions is required to choose the next tunnel event ∆𝛽
𝛼

, and 𝑽 is updated by Δ 𝑟 = 𝛷𝑟𝛼 − 𝛷𝑟𝛽. Thus 

it costs ~(𝑀  𝑁) operations per tunnel event. To estimate the current 𝐼 , at least 𝑓𝑀 events are 

required if a fraction 𝑓 of tunnel junctions are contributing to the output channel. In addition, non-

contributing tunnel junctions carrying stray currents take at least 𝑔 =
𝑒Γmax

𝐼O
 events where Γmax is the 
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maximum rate among them. In total, this amounts to a cost of at least ~((𝑓𝑀  𝑔)(𝑀  𝑁)  𝑁 ) 

operations. The worst-case complexity is ~𝑁4 for 𝑓 = 1, 𝑀 = 𝑁2. 

2.2.2 Novel mean-field approximation 

The MC method statistically estimates charge dynamics in a physically realistic sense by tracking 

instantaneous details such as microstates, which may be unnecessary if the goal is to only measure a 

mean flow of current. Thus we propose a mean-field (MF) approximation (see Figure 2.4d) where a 

condition for equilibrium current flow is established by solving for the system’s macrostate (vector 𝒏  

of dimension 𝑁), which reflects the average number of excess electrons � 𝑟 on each island 𝑟. 

We assume that the instantaneous number of electrons on island 𝑟 is an integer that is either 

just lower (𝑙 = 0, floor state) or just higher (𝑙 = 1, ceiling state) than � 𝑟. It is denoted by �𝑟𝑙 ∈

{⌊� 𝑟⌋, ⌈� 𝑟⌉} occurring at a probability 𝑝𝑟𝑙 ∈ {1 − 𝑝𝑟 , 𝑝𝑟}, respectively. Here � 𝑟 = ∑ 𝑝𝑟𝑙�𝑟𝑙𝑙 = ⌊� 𝑟⌋  

𝑝𝑟. When considering tunnel events that involve an island 𝛼 at a local state 𝑙, the effective state �𝑟 is 

taken such that �𝑟=𝛼 = �𝛼𝑙 and �𝑟≠𝛼 = � 𝑟. So we introduce an effective operator 𝜖𝛼𝑙 such that 

�𝑟 = 𝜖𝛼𝑙� 𝑟 = � 𝑟  (𝑙 − 𝑝𝛼)δ𝑟𝛼  

The charging rate is then 

𝑒
 � 𝑟
 𝑡

= ∑𝐼s𝑟(𝒏 )

𝑠

 ∑ 𝐼𝑟′𝑟(𝒏 ),

𝑟′=1to𝑁

 

Equation 2.18 

where the currents are the average tunnelling activity over probable local states, given by 

𝐼s𝑟(𝒏 ) = 𝑒 ∑ 𝑝𝑟𝑙Γ𝑠𝑟(𝜖𝑟𝑙𝒏 )

𝑙∈{0,1}

 

Equation 2.19 

and 

𝐼𝑟 𝑟(𝒏 ) = 𝑒 ∑ 𝑝𝑟 𝑙 𝑝𝑟𝑙Γ𝑟 𝑟(𝜖𝑟 𝑙 𝜖𝑟𝑙𝒏 )

𝑙 ∈{0,1}

𝑙∈{0,1}

. 

Equation 2.20 

The tunnelling rates can be derived from Tunnelling rate Equation 2.10 as 

Γ𝑠𝑟(𝜖𝑟𝑙𝒏 ) =
(Δ 𝑠𝑟 − 𝑙𝛷𝑟𝑟|

𝛷𝑟𝑟
2

)

𝑒𝑅𝑠𝑟
 

Equation 2.21 

and 

Γ𝑟′𝑟(𝜖𝑟′𝑙′𝜖𝑟𝑙𝒏 ) =
(Δ 𝑟 𝑟 − 𝑙𝛥𝛷𝑟𝑟  𝑙′𝛥𝛷𝑟 𝑟|

𝛥𝛷𝑟𝑟  𝛥𝛷𝑟 𝑟
2

)

𝑒𝑅𝑟 𝑟
, 

Equation 2.22 
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where Δ 𝑠𝑟 ≡  ̂𝑟  𝛷𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑟 −   𝑠, Δ 𝑟′𝑟 ≡  ̂𝑟  𝛥𝛷𝑟𝑟 𝑝𝑟 −  ̂𝑟 − 𝛥𝛷𝑟′𝑟𝑝𝑟  is the floor state potential 

field and �̂� = −Φ(𝒎  𝒏 ) are mean voltages. 

If we consider only electrodes 𝑠 ∈ {B, O}, then the charging rate (Equation 2.18) can be expressed as 

 𝒏 

 𝑡
=

1

𝑒
(𝑰B(𝒏 )  𝑰 (𝒏 )  ΣI(𝒏 )), 

Equation 2.23 

where Σ is the sum over an array’s first dimension. ΣΣI(𝒏 ) = 0 since 𝐼𝑟′𝑟(𝒏 ) = −𝐼𝑟′𝑟(𝒏 ) and we 

define 𝐼B = Σ𝑰B(𝒏 ) and 𝐼 = Σ𝑰 (𝒏 ). At dynamic equilibrium, we have Σ
 𝒏 

  
= 0, and thus have 

𝐼 = −𝐼B as the current flow from the network to the ground. 

While the nonlinear dynamical system defined above has potential for limit cycles and strange 

attractors [Strogatz2014], we restrict ourselves to solve for convergence of 𝒏  to a stable fixed point 𝐧. 

This equilibrium point is either a static charge configuration 𝐧 = 𝒏(𝑘) when all the ‘𝑝Γ’ terms equal 

0, or a dynamic equilibrium with non-zero current flow in the network. The numerical method used to 

solve for equilibrium points of Equation 2.23 is described in Appendix 2. Note that convergence can 

be expected only for stable equilibrium points when using our method. 
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Figure 2.5. Charge dynamics in a disordered SET network of dimension 𝑁=2. (a) Plot of total-charge ∑ �𝑟(𝑡)𝑟 , as simulated 

by the MC method. The red baseline is the total-charge at equilibrium ∑ �𝑟𝑟 , computed by our MF method. (b) Colored 

streamlines represent the charging rate vector 
∂𝑛 

∂ 
. Black vectors, each at charge configuration �(𝑖) pointing towards �(𝑗), 

represent the scaled transition rate 
𝑒Γ𝑖𝑗

10𝐼O
 where 𝐼  is the equilibrium current. The red trajectory shows steps taken by our MF 

method to reach equilibrium from origin. (c) Convergence plots for the MF and MC methods, showing current flow ( 𝐼  in 

blue,−𝐼B in red) and precision. Clearly, the MF method converges faster than the MC method (where linear convergence is 

indicated by the black line with slope = -1).  
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An illustration of the steps taken by our numerical method to reach equilibrium for a 

disordered 2-island system (as in Appendix 4) and convergence plot of the MF and MC methods is 

shown in Figure 2.5. For this example, the MF method converges in fewer than 20 steps whereas the 

MC method takes more than 100 steps to reach 1% precision, which is the relative error (as defined in 

Appendix 3) between 𝐼  and −𝐼B. For a network with 𝑁 islands, it costs ~𝑁  operations to compute 

Φ. Thereafter, evaluation of Γ for each of the 𝑀 tunnel junctions is required to calculate 
 𝒏 

  
, update 𝒏 , 

and recompute �̂�. Thus it costs ~(𝑀  𝑁  𝑁2) operations per update step. The number of steps it 

takes to converge is at least 𝑁𝛼 (𝛼 =1 or 0.5 for linear or quadratic convergence). In total, this 

amounts to a cost of at least ~(𝑁𝛼(𝑀  𝑁2)  𝑁 ) operations. The worst-case complexity is ~𝑁  

for 𝛼 = 1, 𝑀 = 𝑁2. Remember that for the MC method the worst-case complexity is ~𝑁4. 

2.2.3 Comparison of Monte Carlo and mean-field simulations 

A netlist specifying RC parameters of a disordered SET network and suitable operating voltages is 

computer generated (see Appendix 4), and simulations are run on a modern PC using this netlist. The 

netlist generator and MF method were programmed in Mathematica, and we used a commercial SET 

simulator for the MC method (SIMON [Wasshuber1997]). 

2

4

2

4

8

16

MC MF

B O

 

Figure. 2.6. Simulation of disordered SET networks for different numbers of NPs (in orange) between bias and ground 

electrodes (blue rectangles) on top of a gate dielectric (grey area). The simulated stability diagrams show density plots of 

current 𝐼   (colored in log scale as dark blue for fA to white for pA) as a function of   B (0 V to 𝜑 in y-axis) and   G (0 V to 

2.5𝜑 in x-axis).  
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We see that the stability diagrams in Figure. 2.6 are in good overall agreement for disordered SET 

networks of up to 16 NPs. In Figure 2.7, we compare the output currents at their critical potential for 

an exponentially increasing number of NPs. We see that for at least up to N = 512, the MF method 

appears to describe the output current accurately in comparison to the MC method. We calculated 

accuracy as the relative error in current IO between the two methods. Beyond N = 512, MC 

simulations became impractical in runtime for our PC, whereas we could go up to N = 4000 with MF 

simulations. 

 

Figure 2.7. Simulation trends for SET networks operating at   B = 𝜑 and   G = 0 V. In the top panel, we plot errors in terms 

of precision for each method (in black for MC, red for MF) and accuracy between the methods (in green). For large networks 

(𝑁 > 16), the MF approach is superior to the MC method in terms of rate of convergence when considering the precision 

and steps taken (or equivalently runtime). 

 2.3 Illustrative simulations 

In this section, we simulate different kinds of SET networks with special properties that are relevant 

for computing. We shall also use these SET networks to elucidate the functional accuracy of the MF 

approximation in comparison to the MC method. 

2.3.1 Negative differential resistance (NDR) 

In Figure 2.8, we see that even the simplest SET network is capable of NDR. Devices with NDR are 

sought after by circuit designers, as they can be loaded in series with a small or large resistor (relative 

to the NDR) and realize a small-signal voltage amplifier or a bistable latch, respectively. 
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Figure 2.8. An island surrounded by 3 electrodes. The tunnel junctions have 𝑅 = 100𝑀Ω and 𝐶 = 0.16aF. On setting the 

control voltage VC = 300 mV, and varying input voltage VB from 0 to 300 mV we measure an output current to ground as 

plotted for both simulation methods. 

2.3.2 Bistability 

Bistability is a form of memory that enables sequential logic. In Figure 2.9, we show a SET network 

inspired from [Wasshuber2001] that has bistability. In the MC simulation, we observe that applying a 

positive voltage spike ‘sets’ the charge configuration to (1,-1,0) until a negative voltage spike ‘resets’ 

it to before. A similar quality is observed in the MF simulation where the macrostate converges to 

either (1,0,0) or (1,-1,0) depending on the initial conditions. 
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Figure 2.9.(a) Bistable circuit, see Appendix 6 for netlist. (b) MC simulation, applied voltage and charge configurations over 

time.(c) MF simulation, phase portrait of the resulting dynamical system is sensitive to the initial macrostate and converges 

to different equilibrium points.  

2.3.3 Irregularity 

Irregularity is not always a virtue, unless we are dealing with capacitances in SET networks. We note 

that stability diagrams appear to be richer in diversity of current-voltage relations when the 

capacitances are not multiples of each other as shown in Figure 2.10. This is because periodicity in 

stability diagrams would be the least common multiple of the periodicities of stability bands in each 

tunnel junction. Note that if the capacitances are irrational, then the stability diagrams would never be 

truly periodic. 
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Figure 2.10. (a) A SET network with 2 islands in series. Capacitances are all 1 aF, except for X. (b) Stability diagrams for 

different values of X. 

2.3.4 Boolean logic in a regular SET network 

In the previous section, we dealt with charge flow in a disordered network between 2 electrodes. Here 

we look at regular networks between several electrodes as shown in Figure 2.11. We presented MC 

simulation results in [vanDamme2016] to produce 2-input Boolean logic in the output current by 

optimizing control voltages using a genetic algorithm. Our MF method reproduces the logic in 3 out 

of the 4 gates tested. 

Here, the MF method is functionally inaccurate for voltage configuration of the OR gate with 

one of the inputs as high, by converging to a fake-stable macrostate, which blocks tunnelling between 

the output electrode and the output island. The macrostate is fake-stable because in reality the 

Coulomb blockade is broken by a significant potential fluctuation on the output island because of 

current flow through an adjacent island (due to a relatively large interaction potential 𝛷𝑟𝑟 ). 
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Figure 2.11. Simulation of logic gates found in a 4×4 NP grid [vanDamme2016]. We compare MF (red) and MC (black) 

results in terms of the current flow and the number of steps taken for a precision of 1%. Refer to Appendix 5 for the actual 

voltages applied. 
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2.3.5 Multiscale networks 

So far we have shown SET networks where islands are nanoparticles with similar order of capacitance 

values. However, in reality we would also encounter SET networks where nanoparticles are 

interconnected by conductors of much larger dimensions. In such cases, the capacitances of 

interconnect islands are orders of magnitude larger than the particle islands.  

In Figure 2.12, we look at how the NDR functionality is affected upon introducing an 

interconnect with self-capacitance 𝐶1. From the stability diagram, we see that NDR appears to be 

preserved for most values of 𝐶1 between 0 to 100 aF. In fact, the NDR is observed even for 𝐶1 = 1000 

aF after making sure more than sufficient number of tunnel events (=10000) were considered to fully 

charge the interconnect islands. The width of the NDR region (in secondary Coulomb blockade) 

shrinks a bit though. 

Interestingly, a kind of connectionistic NDR or what we shall later define in Chapter 5 

Section 3.2 as ‘inhibition’ is seen. For example, increasing 𝐶1 from 5 aF to 10 aF can lead to a drop in 

current if input voltage is within the secondary Coulomb blockade region. 
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Figure 2.12. (a) The four-island network interconnected by a node of self-capacitance 𝐶1. Check Appendix 7 for netlist. (b) 

Stability diagram across 𝐶1. from 0 to 100 aF. (c) Current in time when voltage is swept from 0 to 40 mV for selected cases 

of 𝐶1. 

 2.4 Conclusion 

We have shown that our MF method is 10-100 times faster than an MC method for precise current-

voltage simulations of disordered SET networks. This makes simulations of large-scale SET networks 

of 100 NPs (104
 junctions) feasible in under 1s on a modern PC. Thus the next step would be to 

simulate large-scale SET networks (now more efficiently by our MF method) and apply them for 

natural computing. 

Our MF method can be proven to be exact for simulating (at 𝑇 = 0 ) charge-stability 

diagrams of non-interacting (𝛷𝑟𝑟 = 0) SET networks, which are equivalent to circuits of single-

electron transistors. Exact simulations of single-electron transistors, for any temperature, are already 

known to be efficiently implemented in SPICE [Lientschnig2003]. Unfortunately, interacting SET 
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networks are incompatible with SPICE because it requires independent models for its circuit 

elements. Thus, our MF method is the only known alternative that is better than a MC method. 

We saw that our MF method is capable of reproducing 3 out of the 4 logic gates found by an 

evolutionary algorithm on MC simulations. Further research needs to be done on the reasons for 

failure of our MF approach in select cases, and in identifying conditions under which our MF 

approximation is reliable. To this end, we could learn from mean-field convergence results in other 

systems of interacting objects such as transport and communication networks [LeBoudec2007]. 

Apart from comparing the current levels, checking for equivalence between the 

microstates/macrostate of the MC/MF methods offers more insight into the physical validity of our 

model. Moreover, solving the dynamical system by a time-integration method opens the door to 

simulation of non-equilibrium dynamics as well. A systematic design for emergence [Dogaru2008] is 

recommended by mapping a SET network’s physical parameters to the feedback, feedforward and 

bias interactions of an equivalent (cellular) neural network, as previously investigated in a preliminary 

version of our MF model by Douwe de Bruijn [Bruijn2015]. 
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3 Fabrication of NP clusters 

 

After the oxygen we breathe, silicon is the most abundant element found in the Earth’s crust. And due 

to its special properties as a semiconductor, silicon literally serves as the bedrock for modern day 

electronics. However, in our work, we use silicon not for its semiconductor properties. A wafer of 

heavily doped polysilicon (0.5 mm thick) covered by an insulating layer of thermally grown 

amorphous silicon dioxide (35 nm thick) serves as a substrate to deposit metallic electrodes up on. For 

our experiments, a gate voltage is applied to the conductive polysilicon and the oxide layer thickness 

determines the gate capacitance. For making electrodes, we use the precious metal gold. It is inert, an 

excellent conductor and of very high density. However due to the inertness, thin films of gold (30 nm) 

do not adhere well to the oxide layer and thus an adhesion layer of titanium (5 nm) is deposited first. 

The titanium binds on both sides by forming an oxide with silicon dioxide and an alloy with gold. 

 3.1 Patterning electrodes on a chip 

Patterning electrodes on a chip (of silicon substrate) is similar to printing photographs by the 

exposure-development method. Here, instead of a photographic film, we use a polymer resist whose 

chains upon exposure to different wavelengths and intensity can break or link (thus the resist type is 

called positive or negative). The exposure is defined either simultaneously as in photolithography by 

shining a flood of light through a mask, or serially as in electron-beam lithography (EBL) by writing 

with a beam of electrons. In Figure 3.1, we show a process flow to fabricate electrodes on a chip using 

EBL. First, we put a drop of resist (here acrylic) on the substrate and “spin coat” it. Second, we 

“bake” the resist so that it hardens and forms a flat layer of about 100 nm thickness. Third, we 

“expose” the resist to a pattern of electron beams. Fourth, we use a mild solvent to “develop” so that 

the exposed areas dissolve away because the resist type is positive. Fifth, we “deposit” metal by 

electron-beam physical vapour deposition (EBPVD). Finally, we use a strong solvent and 

ultrasonication to dissolve away the remaining resist and “lift-off” the unnecessary metal. In the end, 

we are left with the desired pattern of metallic electrodes on the substrate. 

Usually nanostructures for multiple devices are fabricated by EBL (10 nm resolution) and if 

the yield is good then microstructures are fabricated by photolithography (2 µm resolution). The 

alignment of the photolithography pattern to the EBL pattern is crucial, and there has to be sufficient 

overlap to stitch the patterns into continuous electrodes. So the EBL patterns have features as large as 

10 µm. The other way of doing photolithography first may allow for a custom alignment of EBL 

patterning for each group of electrodes and thus reduce the total area of EBL patterning, which means 

a savings in patterning time. However, depositing thin nanostructures on top of thick microstructures 

causes extreme strain at the overlapping junctions. As a recommendation for the future, we suggest 
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combining photo and e-beam lithography to use the same resist [Carbaugh2017] and a single step of 

deposition is carried out after both exposures are developed. 

Spin coat
Bake

Expose

Develop

Deposit
Lift-off

 

Figure 3.1. Process flow to fabricate electrodes on a silicon substrate. A thin film of acrylic is spin coated and exposed by 

electron-beam lithography to form bright red patterns; the exposed areas are dissolved away and gold vapour is deposited to 

leave a pattern of metallic electrodes after the resist is lift-off. 

 

Nanofabrication as described above, requires extremely controlled environments. To put 

things into perspective, a particle of diameter 1 nm placed on a 12 inch silicon wafer is relatable to a 

standard table tennis ball placed on earth (
10−9

0. 
≈

.04

1. ×107). Similarly, a dust particle of size 5 µm is 

relatable to a cloud the size of a sports field (.04×5000 = 200 m). So patterning nanostructures in 

ambient air is like playing table tennis outdoors and hoping that rain does not spoil your game. 

Definitely not recommended (especially in the Netherlands) and that is why we work in a cleanroom 

where ambient air is filtered to reduce micro-clouds of dust by at least 1000 times. Apart from this, 

the water content in air is kept under control by maintaining the cleanroom around a temperature of 

20oC and 50% relative humidity. Inside the machines for EBPVD and EBL, maintaining near-vacuum 

is necessary. To achieve accurate aiming of the electron beam for defining patterns down to 10 nm 

resolution, the entire building is vibration controlled to VC-G standards i.e. vibration speed < 0.78 

µm/s, which is relatable as above to playing table tennis during cyclonic wind speeds of up to 30 m/s! 

Using the above described special treatments and more details in Appendix 8 and [Nielen2015], my 

research colleagues fabricated chips (usually a square of size 1 cm) with multiple groups of electrodes 

as seen in Figure 3.2.  
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Figure 3.2. (a) A photolithography mask design showing multiple groups of electrodes to pattern on a chip, (b) an optical 

image showing a group of fabricated electrodes, and (c) an SEM image showing ends of the same electrodes at the nanoscale 

to form a central gap. 

 3.2 NP trapping by self-assembly 

After the chip is ready, we need to fill the central gap between a group of electrodes with 

nanoparticles to make our device. One could drop cast nanoparticles all over the chip, and hope that 

nanoparticles also fill in the central gap. For example, in [Andres1996] a planar network of gold 

nanoparticles (3.7 nm diameter) linked with 2.2 nm long organic molecules was drop casted to fill the 

450 nm gap between two thin (30 to 40 nm) gold electrodes. The charging energy was estimated to be 

~100 meV by computing the capacitance numerically and also by fitting parameters to temperature-

dependent conductance measurements (𝐺0 = 𝐺∞𝑒−𝐸A/𝑘B𝑇). However, Coulomb blockade was not 

observed above 85 K. This is because Coulomb blockading a large number of parallel paths between 

the electrodes becomes improbable in the presence of spatially random background charges. Keeping 

this limitation in mind, it is prudent to make paths for charge transport only within the central gap. For 

that purpose, the electrodes could be coated with an anti-sticking layer so that drop-casted 

nanoparticles are only in contact near the central gap. Or one could drop nanoparticles exclusively in 

the central gap by dip-pen nanolithography [Piner1999]. In our work, we choose to go for a proven 

method [Bernard2007,Pethig2010] that traps nanoparticles between nanogaps based on 

dielectrophoresis, a physical phenomenon where force is exerted on dielectric particles in a non-

uniform and oscillating electric field as depicted in Figure 3.3a-c.  

3.2.1 Dielectrophoresis 

For a spherical particle of density 𝜌P in a medium with an electric field 𝑬 sin𝜔𝑡, the acceleration due 

to dielectrophoresis (DEP) is given by 

〈𝑎DEP〉 =
 𝜖0
2𝜌P

𝑝(𝜔)∇|𝐸rms|
2 

Equation 3.1 
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where the polarization factor 𝑝(𝜔) = 휀MRe [
𝜖P
∗−𝜖M

∗

𝜖P
∗+2𝜖M

∗ ], the complex permittivity 𝜖∗ = 𝜖0휀  
𝑖𝜎

𝜔
 is 

obtained from the dielectric constant 휀 with conductivity 𝜎. Subscripts P and M refer to particle and 

medium, respectively. The particle is attracted to the electrodes due to positive DEP, as depicted in 

Figure 3.3d when 𝑝(𝜔) > 0. For a bare-gold particle in a non-conducting medium (휀P = 1, 𝜎M ≈

0, 휀M ≫ 1), we have 𝑝(0) ≈ 휀M, 𝑝(∞) ≈
−𝜀M

2
 and 𝑝 (𝜔c =

𝜎P

√2𝜖0𝜀M
) ≈ 0. With bulk conductivity 

𝜎P = 4.5 ∗ 107S/m, the cross-over frequency 𝜔c would be in exahertz, so the polarization factor 

would always be equal to 휀M in practice. However, quantitatively gold has a lower conductivity at the 

nanoscale, and qualitatively they are usually coated with a molecular monolayer L. For a layer 

thickness 𝑡L ≪ 𝑟P the radius, treating the particle as a core-shell model, the combined permittivity 

may be derived as 𝜖P
∗ = (

𝜀L𝑟P(𝜎P+𝑖𝜔𝜀P)

 L𝜎P+𝑖𝜔(𝜀P L+𝜀L𝑟P)
) [Li2008]. As seen from Figure 3.3e, the polarization of 

𝑟P = 10nm particles is near maximum at about 1 MHz for our standard choice of materials. The DEP 

force is weaker for 1 nm particles and requires that 휀L/휀M ≈ 1 for positive DEP. 
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Figure 3.3. Dielectrophoresis. (a) Charges are polarized in phase with an oscillating electric field. Here positive DEP pushes 

the particle towards the region (red arrow) of increasing field strength as shown for both cases. (b) Charges are polarized out 

of phase, here we have negative DEP that pushes along a direction of decreasing field strength. (c) Charges are polarized in 

phase within the core, opposite charges induced at the shell. Here again, we have negative DEP. (d) A cross-sectional view 

of the trapping region showing electric field lines between electrodes and positive DEP. (e) Plot of 𝑝(𝜔) for different 

particle size, solvent medium (ethylene glycol 휀M =  8 or toluene 휀M = 2.4 ) and molecular layer (𝑡L = 0.1nm, octanethiol 

휀L = 2.6 or 휀L = 5). 

 

Positive DEP alone does not guarantee NP trapping, as it should overcome other forces in the 

medium. In [Castellanos2003], electro-osmosis and Brownian motion due to collision of solvent 

molecules against the particle were found to be relevant. Electro-osmosis in water was found to make 

NP trapping impossible at frequencies below 1 kHz. Here, we shall analytically study the stability and 

speed of NP trapping by considering Brownian motion. 
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Let us define the hemispherical region on the central gap (of radius 𝑙) between electrodes as 

the trapping region, where positive DEP is in action as depicted in Figure 3.3d. Keeping in mind that 

the path integral of electric field lines has to be equal to the voltage applied between the electrodes, 

we approximate the electric field strength at a height ℎ above the centre as 𝐸 =
𝑉

2𝑙+ℎ
. Putting 𝑝(𝜔) =

1 and ∇|𝐸rms|
2 =

𝑉2

4𝑙3
 in Equation 3.1), we get the maximum acceleration due to DEP as 𝑎DEP =


 𝑉2𝜖0𝜀M

8𝑙3𝜌P
. This drags particles at a terminal velocity of 𝑣DEP =

𝑚P𝑎DEP

6𝜋𝑟P𝜂
 in a medium of viscosity 𝜂. 

Hence the time to trap a nanoparticle from the boundary of the trapping region to close to the gap 

between electrodes is 𝑡trap ≈
𝑙

𝑣DEP
. For a stable particle trapping, we desire 𝑠trap =

𝑚P𝑎DEP𝑙

𝑘B𝑇
> 1, so 

that the potential energy of trapping field is above the thermal energy. Initially, there are �P ≈ 𝐶P𝑙
  

particles in the trapping region, and they are trapped immediately by DEP. Thereafter, Brownian 

motion introduces newer particles into the trapping region at a relatively slow rate. To fill the central 

gap with 𝑋�P more particles it takes a time 𝑡f ll ≈
𝑋𝑙2

𝐷
, where 𝐷 =

𝑘B𝑇

6𝜋𝑟P𝜂
 is the diffusivity. 

In Table 3.1, we present the above values for trapping nanoparticles in ethylene glycol. The 

trapping time for 10 nm particles is in the order of minutes, whereas the trapping of 1 nm is unstable 

(𝑠trap < 1). To quicken the time to fill, another solvent with lower viscosity may be chosen. 

However, the other solvents listed in Table 3.2, do not stay as a drop on the chip for long because they 

evaporate quicker. Thus, when using a manual probe station to perform trapping between several pairs 

of electrodes in sequence, using solvents like toluene or ethanol can result in unwanted drop-casting 

before the DEP trapping can be completed. 

 

Table 3.1. Resulting values for DEP trapping when applying  = 5V over a gap of 𝑙 = 100nm in ethylene glycol of 

concentration 1mg/ml at 300 K, to multiply the concentration by 𝑋 = 104 so that the trapping region is completed filled. 

 𝑟P = 10nm 𝑟P = 1nm 

𝐷(m2/s) 1. 6 × 10−12 1. 6 × 10−11 

𝑎DEP(m/s2) 1.62 × 108 1.62 × 108 

𝑣DEP(m/s) 4. 2 × 10−  4. 2 × 10−5 

𝑠trap  16 0. 2 (unstable) 

𝑡trap(s) 2. 2 × 10−5 2. 2 × 10−  

�P 0.01 12 

𝑡f ll(s) 7  7 

 

Table 3.2. Solvents for nanoparticles and their physical parameters that affect NP trapping 

Solvent medium Vapor Pressure (kPa) Dielectric constant Viscosity (mPa.s) 

DI water 2.3  81 0.9 

ethylene glycol 0.5 38 16 

toluene 2.8 2.4 0.6 

ethanol 5.83 24 1.2 
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 3.3 Conclusion 

We see from theory that using dielectrophoresis to trap 10 nm gold particles with octanethiol coating, 

in ethylene glycol of concentration 1 mg/ml, over a 100 nm gap between 2 electrodes, takes minutes 

to fill the trapping region when applying 5V at 1 MHz. For fabricating NP clusters, we start the 

trapping by applying voltages on a pair of diametrically opposite electrodes for a few minutes and 

repeat this ritual sequentially on the other pairs. 

 After the DEP trapping is complete, the chip is rinsed in isopropanol to wash away the non-

trapped NPs, and the residual isopropanol is blow dried by a nitrogen spray gun. We verify that 

trapping is successful by imaging the NP cluster using atomic-force microscopy and by measuring 

conductance between pairs of electrodes. 
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4 Experiments on NP clusters
1
 

In Chapter 1, we set clear our desire to use evolution on nanomaterials to reach the ultimate physical 

limits of computation. Prior work in that direction was done by Tour et al. [Tour2002], who introduced 

the concept of a ‘nanocell’, which is a disordered 2-D network of NPs serving as metallic 

interconnects to molecules in a cell ~1𝜇m2 with multiple electrodes around it. Depending on the 

history of applied voltages, the molecules can switch between being uncharged and insulating, 

charged and conducting, or overcharged and insulating [Chen1999]. They proposed applying Boolean 

sequences as time-varying voltages on input electrodes and configure the voltages on control 

electrodes to realize a logic function in the measured current of an output electrode. By means of 

simulations, they showed that genetic algorithms could configure a nanocell into Boolean logic gates. 

However, experimental realization of this concept of a molecular computer has remained elusive so 

far. 

In our work, we realize such Boolean logic gates on a cluster of 10-100 NPs separated by 

molecules, acting as a SET network with rich physics due to Coulomb blockade (as discussed in 

Chapter 2). Unlike Tour et al.’s proposal, the computation happens in our device due to the NPs. 

Figure 4.1a shows schematically the disordered network of 20 nm Au NPs interconnected by 

insulating molecules (1-octanethiols). The NPs are trapped in a circular region (200 nm in diameter) 

between radial metal (Ti/Au) electrodes on top of a highly doped Si/SiO2 substrate, which functions as 

a back gate. At low temperatures, the NP’s charging energy EC = e2/C (with e the electron charge and 

C the NP’s total capacitance) is larger than the thermal energy, and each NP exhibits Coulomb 

blockade and acts as a SET (Figure 4.1b). One electron at a time can tunnel when sufficient energy is 

available (ON state), either by applying a voltage across the SET or by electrostatically shifting its 

potential. Otherwise, the transport is blocked because of the Coulomb blockade (OFF state). This 

disordered NP assembly therefore provides an interconnected network of robust nonlinear periodic 

switches as a result of the Coulomb oscillations of the individual NPs. Before we attempt to evolve 

Boolean logic gates as shown in Figure 4.1c, we shall study the conditions for Coulomb blockade and 

the extent of channels for tunnelling electrons by theoretical estimates and experimental 

measurements on our device. 

                                                      
1 Some contents of this chapter have been previously published: Bose, S. K., Lawrence, C.P. et al. (2015). 

Evolution of a designless nanoparticle network into reconfigurable boolean logic. Nature nanotechnology, 

10(12), 1048-1052. 
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Figure 4.1. Schematic of the device layout and working principle. a, Disordered network of ∼20 nm Au NPs separated by 

∼1 nm 1-octanethiols in between eight Ti/Au electrodes, shown in the scanning electron micrograph (top inset). Two time-

varying input-voltage signals VIN1 and VIN2 and six static voltages V1–V6 give rise to an output current IOUT. b, The NPs act as 

SETs at low temperatures. The potential diagrams illustrate the single-electron tunnelling (ON state) and the Coulomb 

blockade (OFF state). The conductance state of a single NP can be switched periodically between ON and OFF by varying 

its electrostatic potential. c, Input-voltage signals VIN1,2 of the form P,Q generate an output current IOUT that is intended to 

represent P AND Q. The cases of a ‘bad’ (red cross) or a ‘good’ (green tick mark) voltage configuration V1–V6 is 

schematically represented by strands of genetic information shown in the insets. 

 4.1 Coulomb blockade features 

The self-capacitance 𝐶self of an isolated spherical NP (radius 𝑟NP = 10 nm, near SiO2, εr= 3.9) is given 

by 𝐶self = 4πε0εr𝑟NP =  . aF. The mutual-capacitance 𝐶m between adjacent NPs separated by 

molecular barriers (1-octanethiols, 휀r = 2.6) of width 𝑑(1nm) <<  𝑟NP is given by 𝐶m =

4𝜋휀0휀r𝑟NP
2 /(2𝑟NP  𝑑) = 1. aF. Looking at the atomic force micrograph of a NP cluster (Figure 

4.2a) we see that the NPs are quite closely packed. Assuming 9 nearest neighbours around a NP (at 

the base of close-packing structure), its total capacitance 𝐶0 = 𝐶self   𝐶m = 15.6aF. Hence, its 

charging energy 𝐸c =  𝑒2/𝐶0 = 10meV. For a single NP, the voltage threshold where it is in an 

OFF-state is given by 𝑒 0 = 𝐸c, i.e. charging potential  0 = 10mV. When the thermal energy 

broadening  .5𝑘B𝑇 is comparable to 10 meV (𝑇~30 K), we completely lose nonlinear switching 

behaviour. In fact, we experimentally observe that Coulomb blockade is incomplete even at 5 K as 

shown in Figure 4.2b. We find that electron transport below ∼5 K is dominated by Coulomb 

blockade, and strongly depends on the input and output electrodes used, as well as on the voltages 

applied on the remaining electrodes and the back-gate (Figure 4.2c-e). 
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Figure 4.2. (a) Atomic force micrograph of a NP cluster with electrodes numbered E1-E8. The electron transport below ~5 K 

is dominated by Coulomb blockade, and strongly depends on the used input and output electrodes, as well as on the voltages 

applied to the other electrodes and a back-gate. This is indicated by dependence of current-voltage relation IOUT–VIN on: (b) 

operating temperature, (c) position of input electrode, (d) voltage on another electrode; and (e) Typical conductance between 

a pair of electrodes (IOUT–Vsd) of the NP cluster as a function of the back-gate voltage Vbg. 

 4.2 Channel length and dimensionality of electron tunnelling 

From the current-voltage relations between each pair of electrodes, we can estimate the channel length 

and dimensionality of the conducting sections of a NP cluster. A section could be a conducting 1-D 

chain, 2-D sheet or 3-D block of NPs. For any section between a pair of electrodes, we assume the 

voltage threshold  th = � 0 where the channel length � is the smallest number of NPs to form a 

conducting path between the electrodes. 
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The total resistance 𝑅tot of a section depends on its dimensionality, the tunnel resistance 𝑅0 

and the connectivity (number of nearest neighbours). Assuming a regular connectivity, Figure 4.3a 

tabulates expressions of  th, 𝑅tot and the power dissipated for each dimensionality. Note that the 

power dissipated (last column of Figure 4.3a) is an extrinsic quantity proportional to N, the total 

number of NPs involved. In Figure 4.3b, we scatter plot  th and 𝑅tot for measurements across various 

pairs of electrodes for several NP clusters. For the measurement with the lowest power dissipation of 

4pW at  th~10mV and 𝑅tot~25MΩ, given  0 = 10mV we estimate � = 1 ⟹ 𝑁 = 1 and thus 

𝑅0 = 25MΩ, which is much larger than the quantum resistance ℎ/𝑒2 = 25.8kΩ and thus ideal for 

Coulomb blockade. 

In Figure 4.3b, we also estimate that in total around 10-100 NPs participate in electron 

tunnelling between various pairs of electrodes. The maximum channel length is � = 10, which is 

expected for diametrically opposite electrodes separated by 200 nm and connected by NPs of radius 

10 nm. We also find sections with 𝑅tot lower than even those of a 3-D block. Such ‘hyperconnected’ 

clusters (exhibiting a large number of nearest neighbours) may have much more than 8 participating 

nearest neighbours on average. 

 

(a) (b)

 

Figure 4.3. (a) Table of voltage threshold  th, total resistance 𝑅tot, and power dissipation for conducting sections of different 

dimensions and regular connectivity. The channel length � is variable, but charging potential  0 and tunnel resistance 𝑅0 are 

assumed to be constant. (b) Among different NP clusters (distinguished by colours), we plot a square at the experimentally 

measured ( th, 𝑅tot) for various pairs of electrodes. The size of the square represents the total number of NPs involved, 

estimated (using last column of table) as 𝑁 =  ( th
2 /𝑅tot)/( 0

2/𝑅0). The solid, dashed and dashed-dot lines indicate the 

dimensionality. We estimate that most electrode pairs have between 10-100 NPs participating in electron transport in 

between them, indicated by the grey shaded region. Clusters with very low 𝑅tot are expected to be ‘hyperconnected’ (i.e. 

exhibiting a large number of nearest neighbors). 
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 4.3 Abundance of Boolean functionality (logic and memory) 
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Figure 4.4. Boolean functionality in NP cluster. For an appropriate voltage configuration (control voltages on white outlined 

electrodes and the back-gate, input voltages on purple and brown electrodes), the output current (on blue electrode) read as a 

bit sequence (with values below/above a threshold current as 0/1) serves as a logic or memory function. Shown here are the 

logic function 𝑃 ·   and a memory function 0001 due to different voltage configurations, represented as strands of genetic 

information. The memory function is defined only by the values at 𝑃 =00 and ignores values at X.  

 

To realize Boolean functionality in our device (see Figure 4.4), we set the voltage configuration on a 

selection of control electrodes and the back-gate, and after that use two input electrodes to apply 

voltage signals (VIN1(t), VIN2(t) that map to sequences of binary variables 𝑃,  ) and an output electrode 

to measure a current signal (IOUT(t) that is binary thresholded). The functionality (logic, memory, or 

noise) is determined by the input voltage amplitudes and control voltages, referred together as the 

voltage configuration. The pair of input sequences (𝑃 : 00-10-00-01-00-11-00) were chosen so that 

all the 4 possible cases (00, 10, 01, and 11) for Boolean logic are tested at least once. In addition, the 

case 00 is tested at 4 different events to record for the presence of a memory (which is any result other 

than ‘0000’ or ‘1111’). 

Due to the limitations of our low-temperature measurement set-up, we use well-defined 

voltage pulse trains of total duration 1s with rise/fall times of  0ms and a standard hold time of 

100ms. For case 11, because both inputs are high, we take double the standard hold time so that the 

output current has more time to settle. The voltage signals   N1,2(𝑡) are applied by two DACs at a 

sampling time 𝜏 = 100μs, and defined by the time series   N[𝑎] =   N(𝑎𝜏). A current amplifier 

converts 𝐼   (𝑡) to a voltage signal which an ADC measures as an output time series 𝑌[𝑎] ≡

𝐼   (𝑎𝜏) at the sampling time 𝜏. To test for Boolean functionality at a voltage configuration, we use 

an array of DACs to set voltages on control electrodes and the back-gate, allow a delay of 200 ms for 

the system to settle, apply   N1,2(𝑡) and measure 𝐼   (𝑡), and reset all voltages to GND. During the 

course of measurement, if 𝐼   (𝑡) > 1nA then voltages are immediately reset to GND, because we 

expect that regimes of high current are not useful for functionality based on features of Coulomb 

blockade. Excluding the trivial ‘always 0’ and ‘always 1’ functionalities, we have 14 different 

Boolean functions each for 2-input logic and 4-event memory as listed in Table 4.1. 
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Table 4.1. List of Boolean logic and memory functions. The symmetric logic functions are referred by their common name. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

𝑃   AND OR 𝑃 ·    XOR 𝑃 ·   NAND    𝑃  NOR 𝑃    𝑃     XNOR 

0101 0011 0001 0111 0100 0110 0010 1110 1100 1010 1000 1011 1101 1001 

 

Based on IOUT(t) resulting from a voltage configuration, for each functionality we may define a fitness 

quality 0 ≤ 𝐹 < 1 as explained in Appendix 9. In our disordered networks, it is not clear a priori 

which voltage configurations yield top quality functions. We need to find them, for example by a 

random search or a genetic algorithm (GA)! We limit our search ranges of voltage configurations so 

that IOUT ≈ ±0.5nA at the extrema, and thus stay close to the nonlinear conductance regime. Each 

voltage in the search range is mapped to a gene value 𝑔𝑖 ∈ (0,1). The set of all genes, 𝒈 =

{𝑔1, 𝑔2, … }, called a genome, thus determines the voltage configuration and hence functionality. 

We shall show in the next section that top-quality genomes for Boolean logic functionality 

could be found by means of a GA. In preparation for such experiments, it is useful to first establish by 

means of a random search, the abundance of functionality. For that, we consider 4 different 20 nm NP 

clusters (shown in Figure 4.5) measured at <300 mK, where Coulomb blockade physics is in effect to 

produce rich functionality. Each search lasted for ~1 to 10 hrs and measured IOUT(t) for ~3k to 40k 

random genomes at a specified electrode assignment (i.e. the location of inputs, controls and output) 

and range of voltages. The electrode assignments for different searches are given in Figure 4.5, with 

electrodes 1-12 corresponding to the AFM image above, and number 0 denoting the back-gate. The 

expressions to obtain voltage configurations from the genes are also tabulated in the same figure. 

 

# Cluster 
label

No. of 
Genomes

No. of 
Genes

Input amplitude (mV) Control voltage (mV)

1 a 14561 8 V_(6,3)=(50,50)*g_(1,2) V_(8,7,2,4,5,0)=(40,35,20,55,55,-1000)*g_(3..8)-(10,10,20,35,35,0)

2 b 6737 6 V_(4,2)=(50,50) *g_(1,2) V_(3,7,5,0)=(45,20,20,500)*g_(3..6)-(25,10,10,0)

3 c 5530 8 V_(8,6)=(150,130) *g_(1,2) V_(2,7,4,5,1,0)=(60,130,55,140,85,-1000) *g_(3..8)-(45,130,40,140,80,0)

4 c 19000 8 V_(7,6)=(130,130)*g_(1,2) V_(2,8,4,5,1,0) =(60,150,55,140,85,-2000) *g_(3..8)-(45,150,40,140,80,0)

5 d 3008 3 V_(2,11)=(10,10) V_(3,1,10)=200(g_(1..3)-1)

6 d 39594 4 “ V_(3,1,10,5) =50(4,4,4,1)*(g_(1..4)-1)

7 d 20000 9 “ V_(3,1,10,5,0,12,9,8,7) =50(4,4,4,1,4,4,4,4,4)*(g_(1..9)-1)
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Figure 4.5. Gallery of NP clusters and their electrode assignments (as shown under a, b, c, and d) on which a set of random 

searches were performed with parameters tabulated in (e). Here 𝑥_(𝑖, 𝑗, … ) is understood to be the set of values (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥𝑗 , … ). 
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We assign the fitness quality of a measurement for a logic and memory function by 

comparing IOUT(t) to an ideal output (in the time intervals of fixed inputs, excluding rising/falling 

edges). For each random search, we show measurements yielding the maximum fitness quality for 

each logic and memory function in Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7. The threshold currents and fitness 

quality for these best measurements are also plotted below for reference. In order to calculate the 

abundance of functionality for logic or memory, each measurement in a random search is accounted 

for the function number (numbering according to Table 4.1) yielding maximum fitness quality (except 

for when all 14 fitness qualities are 0), and the accounted percentage for each function number is 

plotted. 

The complete set of Boolean logic functions were present in all 4 clusters studied, but not for 

all the 7 searches due to insufficient number of genes or genomes. For searches (#1,#2,#4,#6 and #7) 

with greater than 6k genomes, the complete set of logic functions are present. For search #3, only the 

XNOR function (logic 14) was not present and the reason is likely due to its low abundance (< 0.1% 

as seen for searches #2 and #4). On the other hand, for search #5, there seems to be a complete lack of 

logics from 5-11 and even the best measurements for logics 12-14 have rising/falling outputs during 

time intervals of fixed inputs. This absence of inverting logic (5-14) is likely due to insufficient 

number of genes. Upon introducing an extra gene to control the voltage on an electrode adjacent to 

the output, we find inverting logic in the same cluster, some even with greater than 1% abundance as 

for search #6. However, we see that search #7 on the same cluster but with 9 genes is overkill, 

because the average abundance for inverting logic is nearly halved. 

The complete set of memory functions was also present in all 4 clusters and absent only in 

search #5 due to insufficient number of genes. 

Next, we shall present results on the evolvability of Boolean logic gates in our NP clusters 

and demonstrate their robustness. 
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Figure 4.6. (a) Gallery of measurements showing logic functionality of maximum fitness quality for the set of 7 random 

searches. (b) Threshold currents and (c) fitness quality for the above measurements. (d) Abundance of logic functionality 

based on all measurements in a random search. 
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Figure 4.7. (a) Gallery of measurements showing memory functionality of maximum fitness quality for the set of random 

searches. (b) Absolute value of threshold currents and (c) fitness quality for the above measurements. (d) Abundance of 

memory functionality based on all measurements in a random search. 
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 4.4 Evolution of Boolean logic gates 

Apart from the blue-sky thinking that evolution in-materio can realize novel functionality by 

serendipity; there are also practical reasons to use evolution in our work. In our NP cluster with 8 

electrodes, we first choose a pair of input electrodes and an output electrode, and seek to realize 

Boolean logic by optimizing the voltages on the remaining 5 control electrodes and a back-gate. Thus 

the voltage configuration ( 1,  2,   ,  4,  5,  6 =  bg) is to be optimized in a 6-D search space, which 

renders a brute-force full search very time-consuming (could be order of days if a configuration is 

tested each second). Even with the search landscape completely unknown a priori, one could, in 

principle, use a conventional hill climbing (HC) search algorithm (gradient ascent/descent), which 

normally gives a local optimum, but can be improved by an iterated local search and simulated 

annealing [Kirkpatrick1983]. However, as our search landscape can have narrow hills and sometimes be 

noisy (explained later in Figure 4.11), we prefer to make use of artificial evolution in the form of a 

genetic algorithm (GA) in which laws of natural selection inspired by Darwinian evolution are 

utilized [Holland1992]. A GA can leap through local optima by mutations, discover improved 

functionality by breeding a diverse set of partial functionality [Mitchell1994], and is fault-tolerant to 

single points of failures if genomic diversity in the surviving population is large enough. 

 We draw an analogy with how genes determine the functionality of an organism, and map 

each configuration voltage to a gene, and hence the complete voltage configuration ( 1– 6) as a 

genome. To optimize genomes by a GA, we shall define a fitness score to evaluate a genome’s 

desirability based on its performance (which is the measured output in our case). 

4.4.1 Fitness score 

A fitness score to guide evolution can be different from the fitness quality 𝐹  that we used in Section 

4.3. This is because, a stringent requirement for quality ignores genomes that provide partial 

functionality (for which 𝐹 = 0). But those genomes could serve as building-blocks for novel genomes 

with improved functionality, so let us define a fitness score 𝐹 that rewards partial functionality. 

To compute 𝐹 we compare the measured output 𝒀 to satisfy an ideal output 𝑿, ignoring points 

near logic transitions as defined by weights W (see Figure 4.8). We linear fit 𝒀 = 𝑚𝑿  𝑐, by 

estimating the magnitude 𝑚 and offset 𝑐 to minimize the residual error 𝑟 under weights W. The fitting 

can be done via any of the following procedures, namely least-square fit (ideal for Gaussian-

distributed noise), least absolute residual fit (less sensitive to outliers) and bisquare fit (least sensitive 

to outliers).We choose the bisquare fit, as we assume that in a GA it is better to minimize the 

influence of outliers in deciding the fitness of genomes. 
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Figure 4.8. The measured output Y (red symbols in lower panel) is fit to an ideal output X (upper panel). During logic 

transitions, the weights W are set to 0, and the corresponding measurements are neglected. 

  

For good output functionality, we desire a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR ≡ 𝑚/√𝑟) and low 

offset to zero |𝑐|. Combining these qualities with a mixing parameter 𝛿, we define the fitness score as 

𝐹 =
𝑚

√𝑟  𝛿|𝑐|
. 

Equation 4.1 

We use an empirical value of 𝛿 = 0.01, because it was found to work well because having a low 

residual error is a more complex functionality than having a low offset. 

4.4.2 Genetic algorithm (GA) 

A GA starts with an initial generation of genomes 𝑮0 and runs until a final generation of genomes 𝑮𝑁 

has a satisfactory fitness distribution. Each generation 𝑮𝑛 consists of genomes 𝒈 = 𝐺𝑛,𝑖 where 

𝑖 = 1to20, and recall that the genome 𝒈 is a vector of values between 0-1 that specify the voltage 

configuration as explained in Section 4.3. To preserve the best-performing genomes (with high fitness 

score), and yet search for better-performing candidates, we introduce a composite cloning–breeding 

approach, as depicted in Figure 4.9. 

The generation 𝑮𝑛 is sorted in the order of descending fitness and the next generation 𝑮(𝑛+1) 

is produced as follows: 

𝐺(𝑛+1),1–𝐺(𝑛+1),5 = 𝐺𝑛,1–𝐺𝑛,5 

𝐺(𝑛+1),6–𝐺(𝑛+1),10 = 𝐺𝑛,𝑖
+1% × 𝐺𝑛,𝑖

−1%(𝑖 = 1 − 5) 

𝐺(𝑛+1),11–𝐺(𝑛+1),15 = 𝐺𝑛,𝑖 × 𝐺𝑛,(𝑖+1)(𝑖 = 1 − 5) 

𝐺(𝑛+1),16–𝐺(𝑛+1),20 = 𝐺𝑛,𝑖 × RandomPick[𝑮𝑛](𝑖 = 1 − 5) 

Equation 4.2 

where 𝐺𝑛,𝑖
±1% are obtained by modifying the genes of 𝐺𝑛,𝑖 by ±1%; and the breeding method 

𝐺(𝑛+1),𝑖 = 𝐺𝑛,𝑗 × 𝐺𝑛,𝑘 consists of a uniform crossover with a mixing ratio of 0.5 in which each gene 
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𝑔𝑙 of the offspring 𝒈 = 𝐺(𝑛+1),𝑖 is assigned randomly from either parent gene 𝐺𝑛,𝑗,𝑙 or 𝐺𝑛,𝑘,𝑙, followed 

by the mutation of 𝑔𝑙 to a random value with a mutation probability 𝑝M = 0.1. 

When 𝑮(𝑛+1) is complete, its genomes are tested for their fitness, the generation number is 

updated as � = �  1 and the above procedure is repeated until a satisfactory fitness score is reached. 

 

(a) (b) (c)

� = 1

gene ation𝑮0 gene ation𝑮Ngene ation𝑮𝑛 gene ation𝑮 𝑛+1

 

Figure 4.9. GA schematic. A genetic algorithm searches for improved genomes by iterating over many generations. Every 

generation 𝑮𝑛, has a population of 𝑁G = 20 genomes (each represented by a twisted strand) that are each composed of 

𝑁g = 6 genes (control voltages  1..6, represented by coloured bars attached to a strand). (a) The GA starts with a random 

initial generation 𝑮0, whose fitness is generally low. (b) With a composite cloning-breeding procedure for evolving 

generation 𝑮𝑛 into 𝑮(𝑛+1), we eventually reach (c), a final generation 𝑮𝑁 whose top genomes have higher fitness than in 𝑮0. 

4.4.3 Universal evolvability in a compact device 

Using the artificial evolution procedure described above, we succeeded to evolve all major Boolean 

logic gates in one and the same NP cluster at our base temperature of ∼0.3 K (as shown in Figure 

4.10). These results comprise the first experimental demonstration of exploiting disordered matter at 

the nanoscale for computational functionality. Similar results were obtained in 3 independent NP 

clusters on separate chips at ~0.3 K and on a Boron dopant cluster at 77 K in the MSc project of 

[vanGelder2017]. 
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(a) (b)

(c)

(d)

 

Figure 4.10. (a) Atomic force micrograph of a typical NP cluster assembled between eight electrodes. Electrodes marked 

VIN1,2 and IOUT are used for the signal input and output, with the remaining electrodes and the back gate for the control 

voltages. (b) Time-varying input voltages VIN1,2 of the forms P and Q. (c) Inverter gates and (d) a complete set of basic two-

input Boolean logic gates obtained by artificial evolution of the NP network at ~0.3 K. Red symbols are experimental data 

and solid black lines are the matching logic. 

 

For the exclusive gates (XOR and XNOR), spike-like features are observed at the rising and 

falling edges of the 𝑃 =11 input, as expected for a finite slope in the input signals. The signal-to-

noise ratio (defined as the ratio of the current that corresponds to logic 1 and the background noise 

floor of 5 pA) for these exclusive gates is ~10, whereas for all other gates it is ∼20. Interestingly, 

these exclusive gates are inherently more difficult to evolve, in agreement with the theoretical 

framework on evolvability developed by Valiant [Valiant2009]. 

 4.5 GA search convergence speed and optima 

Evolution progresses through two mechanisms: (1) breeding and (2) mutation. Breeding becomes 

ineffective when the population can no longer produce fitter children just by inbreeding. In such 

cases, mutation may cause changes that enable effective breeding again. So, although evolution never 

stops, per se, we say our GA converges momentarily, whenever its fitness scores stabilize. We take 

the fitness score of the cloned genomes, 𝐹(𝐺𝑛,𝑖):𝑖 = 1– 5, and fit it to an asymptotic 𝐹(�) =

𝐹0(1 − 0.1𝑐𝑛0−𝑛). Here, 𝐹0 is the stable fitness score and �0 is the number of generations required 

to converge to 90% of stable 𝐹0. For each logic gate, the GA almost always converged to a viable 

genome (defined by a fitness score much larger than one) in less than 200 generations. 
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(a)

(b)

 

Figure 4.11. GA convergence. (a) We scatter plot 𝐹(𝐺𝑛,𝑖):𝑖 = 1– 5 vs. �, i.e. fitness scores of the cloned genomes in every 

generation, for multiple re-runs of GA search for a NAND. f[Sc#] corresponds to the fitness scatter of search number #, 

which are not contiguous as the NAND searches were interspersed with search for other gates and thermal cycles, over a 

period of two weeks. The red line is an asymptotic fit from which we obtain a stable score 𝐹0 and convergence generation 

�0. (b) We plot a histogram (20 bins) of the experimental probability of genes explored for the above multiple re-runs 

(distinguished by colours). 

 

In Figure 4.11a convergence results of the fitness scores of the cloned genomes are plotted in a log-

log scale for multiple re-runs of GA search for a NAND. If we define 𝐹0 > 2 as criterion for success, 

we see that this GA search converged in 11 out of 12 identical cases. We see that �0 has a median 

value of ~90 generations = 1800 genomes = 40 minutes of experimental measurements. By 

optimization of the experimental setup to work with high frequency lines at higher temperatures we 

can easily speed up by a factor of 100–1000 in time. 

Also, the genomes have an affinity to certain gene values whose desirability is common 

across re-runs (see Figure 4.11b). This is especially striking in 𝑔  and 𝑔6, which is reasonable because 

𝑔  determines the voltage applied on an electrode adjacent to the output and 𝑔6 determines the global 

back-gate voltage. 
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If a GA with a population of 𝑁G genomes takes �0 generations to reach a fitness 𝐹0, a 

competitive search should produce at least one fitness score 𝐹 ≥ 𝐹0 in a sample of 𝑁G�0 genomes. In 

Figure 4.12, we see that the GA is far more competitive than a random search. 

 

 

Figure 4.12. Random search vs. GA. The line plots for each logic gate correspond to the abundance of its fitness scores to be 

greater than a fitness threshold, in a test of 19,000 randomly generated genomes. An equivalent metric for the GA searches 

of each logic defined as fitness threshold = 𝐹0 and abundance % = 100/(𝑁G�0) is plotted as solid symbols. 

 4.6 Robustness of the device 

A standard definition for robustness is "The degree to which a system or component can function 

correctly in the presence of invalid inputs or stressful environmental conditions" [ISO2010]. Here we 

shall study the robustness of our device under varying input sequences and voltages, perturbations in 

voltage configuration, reconfigurations, thermal stress and ageing. 

4.6.1 Combinatorial logic functionality 

The evolved logic functionality is independent of the input waveform history, as illustrated in Figure 

4.13 in which we test an input sequence that is longer than the standard 1s sequence (under which its 

fitness was tested during evolution). 
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Figure 4.13. An arbitrary sequence of input signals 𝑃 and   correctly outputs 𝑃 ·  , which implies combinatorial 

functionality. The red symbols are experimental data, and the solid black line are the matching logic. 

4.6.2 Input voltage error tolerance 

The gate functionality can extend well beyond the input-voltage levels they were evolved for. Figure 

4.14 shows that a gate evolved to be an inverter for input amplitude   N = 100mV, exhibits negative 

differential resistance (NDR) in a range that is −50 <   N < 100mV. 

 

 

Figure 4.14. Current-voltage relation for an inverter, GA optimized for   N = 100mV, showing the NDR for the 

−50 <   N < 100mV range (shaded region). 

4.6.3 Control voltage sensitivity 

The robustness of a genome’s performance to voltage fluctuations may be characterized by the 

variation in the fitness landscape. However, exhaustively characterizing this variation in a 6- 

dimensional variable space is time consuming. We need an algorithm that (1) samples the space such 

that it captures the regions of interest, (2) predicts outcomes by weighing in observations from crucial 

nearest neighbours. If our goal is to estimate the robustness of the fittest genome 𝐺𝛼, it is crucial to 

sample more genomes with fitness near 𝐹𝛼. And this is what a GA search does, naturally! So, we take 

those genomes and predict the fitness landscape by calculating a random forests regression [Lin2006]. 

This technique is well suited, as the shape of the neighbourhood used by a random forest adapts to the 

local importance of each variable (i.e. gene).  
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𝑖 𝐺𝛼  ̅   

1 0.66 0.03 0.92

2 0.16 0.06 -0.08

3 0.52 0.13 -0.36

4 0.71 -0.79 0.05

5 0.33 0.59 0.00

6 0.23 -0.06 0.08

(a)

(b)

 

Figure 4.15. (a) Sensitivity versus perturbation direction: We plot the fitness of genomes explored in a GA search (for AND) 

near the fittest genome 𝐺𝛼. The green/red triangles correspond to genomes perturbed along the direction u  / d  with angular 

deviation 𝜙 < 0.5. The solid lines are predictions made by a random forest regression for fitness variation exactly along a 

perturbation direction. (b) Sensitivity versus logic: We plot the fitness variation of 𝐺𝛼 to perturbations along the coordinate 

axis 𝑔𝑖 , 𝑖 = 1 ∶ 6. The unperturbed coordinates of 𝐺𝛼 are marked by the translucent black strips. The explored genomes are 

scatter plotted with a colour indicating their angular deviation from a 1-D perturbation along each coordinate axis, i.e. red 

genomes in plots for 𝑔𝑖are perturbations in  𝐺𝛼 with 𝜙 < 0.2 along the 𝑖 axis. The solid black line is a prediction made by a 

random forest regression for fitness variation exactly along each coordinate axis. 

 

In Figure 4.15a, we see that for perturbations local to 𝐺𝛼, the fitness decreases with increasing 

distance. The decay rate of predicted fitness also depends substantially on the perturbation direction. 

In Figure 4.15b, we again see that the fitness is more sensitive to variations along certain directions, 

e.g. the fitness of 𝐺𝛼 for an AND is sensitive to a negative perturbation in gene 𝑔 , whereas being 

insensitive to a positive perturbation. In case of an XOR, we see that the fitness is sharply sensitive to 

gene 𝑔6 in both directions. This implies that conventional hill-climbing algorithms are indeed 

unsuitable to find such logic gates. The back-gate voltage (gene 6) is found to have a particularly 

strong influence on the output signal, which is expected from its capacitive coupling to the full area of 

the NP cluster (as seen in Figure 4.2e). 
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4.6.4 Stability over reconfigurations and thermal cycling 

To illustrate the thermal stability and reconfigurability of the evolved logic gates solutions, the 

inverter (𝑃 ) and AND gates were configured alternately, and the output was measured during a 

thermal cycle of warming up to 15 K and cooling down to base temperature (~0.3 K). For these two 

gates, Figure 4.16 shows as a function of temperature the variation of the fitness and the measured 

output (see inset). The temperature was ramped up and post a settling time of 2 minutes at each 

temperature step, the AND and inverter configurations were tested for fitness, multiple times. The 

average fitness from 30 measurements is plotted with the temperature T. We see that the fitness is 

stable over alternate reconfigurations at a single temperature, the fitness decreases with increasing 

temperature, and the maximum fitness score at base temperature is recovered upon thermal-cycling 

(up to 15 K). At higher temperatures, the fitness becomes negative for inverter logic because the 

device becomes a network of (nonlinear) resistors, and hence acts as voltage divider (which is non-

inverting). Nevertheless, a weak inverting behaviour is seen even at 5 K.  

 

 

Figure 4.16. Fitness tests of inverter (𝑃 ) and AND logic reconfigurations over a thermal cycle. The error bars represent the 

uncertainty in fitness for 30 measurements at each temperature. The inset shows the measured output at important 

temperatures. A weak inverting behaviour is seen for 𝑃  up to ~5 K. At temperatures ~15 K the device behaves as a nonlinear 

voltage divider. 
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4.6.5 Stability over days 

As long as the temperature is kept below 15 K, the logic gates are stable over several days (100 hours) 

as shown in Figure 4.17. However, when thermally cycling to room temperature and back, we did not 

find gates with (exactly) the same control voltages, so the GA search needed to be redone. 

 

Figure 4.17. Temporal stability in measured output of AND and NAND gate configurations after 100 hours of thermal cycles 

under 15 K and GA searches. 

 4.7 Multi-output binary functionality 

Multi-output binary functionality can be considered as a realization of multiple Boolean logic gates in 

parallel. In Figure 4.18, we demonstrate a half-bit adder that was evolved by desiring the AND and 

XOR logic gates on two separate output electrodes. The fitness score for adder was taken to be the 

minimum of the fitness scores for AND and XOR. 

 

𝑃

 

Logic

0  1  0  0  0  1    0  

0  0  0  1  0  1    0  

0  0  0  0  0  1    0  

0  X 0  X 0  X    1  

Memory

or

AND

XOR

 

Figure 4.18. Addition functionality using a two-input-two-output gate. The input voltages  𝐼𝑁1,2 are applied on purple and 

brown electrodes, output currents 𝐼   1,2 are measured red and cyan electrodes. To add the input binary sequences 𝑃 and  , 

we realize the resulting carry and sum on the output electrodes as AND and XOR (solid black lines are the matching logic). 

 4.8 Conclusion 

We showed that a complete set of Boolean logic gates were evolvable, meaning that our physical 

system is computationally universal. That being said, another crucial ingredient for computation is 

sequential logic, for which our NP clusters may also be suitable given the abundance of Boolean 
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memory functions. Evolution of event-based non-volatile memory gates are interesting for synaptic 

computation [Abbott2004]. In addition to nonlinearity and NDR, a demonstration of (deterministic) 

fading memory would make our system complete for reservoir computing in materio [Dale2017]. So 

far, only stochastic fading-memory has been demonstrated in atomic switch networks 

[Demis2016,Bose2017]. 

If need be, there are several ways to improve our GA methods. Perhaps, the most impactful 

would be to explicitly reward diversity in phenomes (can be the measured output 𝒀 or its features 

which signify partial functionality). We may add to the fitness score a novelty factor that captures the 

dissimilarity of a phenome from the existing (or historical) pool of phenomes. To explore all 

interesting behaviours in our physical system and discover functionality by serendipity, an open-

ended evolutionary algorithm such as a novelty search [Lehman2011] is also recommended. 

There is no method known to be better than a GA at finding solutions in search landscapes 

with narrow hills and noise. However, if the landscape had broader hills, then other techniques could 

be viable. An interesting experiment would be to shape the landscape by controlling background 

charges while thermally annealing the device. 

Our system meets the generally accepted four criteria to be a suitable building block (or 

“cell”) for the physical realization of a neural network, in particular for implementing a cellular neural 

network (CNN [Roska1993]) universal machine. A CNN is like a neural network, but with only nearest 

neighbour interactions between the cells, and therefore much easier to practically implement, but with 

maintaining the same power as a general neural network for solving more complex problems 

[Roska2005]. 

These four criteria are [Dogaru2003, pg. 24-26]:  

- Universality: the possibility to use the same physical structure of the CNN cell for implementing 

arbitrary Boolean functions, by simply changing (programming) the cell parameter values. This is 

exactly what we show in our system by the reconfigurability of one and the same network into all 

major Boolean logic gates by evolutionarily adjusting the control voltages.  

- Compactness: only a small set of control parameters is needed to satisfy universality. We only use 

six control voltages to realize all Boolean logic. The necessary area (200 nm diameter) is competitive 

with state-of-the-art CMOS technology for the same functionality.  

- Robustness: the functionality must be robust against fluctuations in the control parameters. We 

elaborately discuss the robustness of our system against control voltage fluctuations, under thermal 

cycling, and as a function of time.  

- Evolvability: the capability of a system to be evolved into a desired functionality. We clearly 

demonstrate this in our nanomaterials system by utilizing a genetic algorithm. 

The fact that our system meets all the above criteria directly implies the applicability of our 

approach for realizing complex functionality beyond Boolean logic by upscaling the present 

architecture and using more complex electrode geometries. A technological challenge though is the 
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need for a large array of configuration voltages when scaling up. Thus in the next chapter, we propose 

an architecture where functionality is programmed by a (large) array of configuration switches that 

control the wiring between different NP clusters to realize functionality such a pattern recognition. 
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5 NP internet 

 

So far, we have shown that a disordered network of nanoparticles (in a cluster) is suitable for realizing 

Boolean logic functions by employing only a handful of input and control electrodes. On the other 

hand, for practical applications such as pattern recognition, we need to deal with megapixels of 

information. In this chapter, we investigate the suitability of an interconnectable network of 

nanoparticles (NP internet) for such advanced functionality. 

 5.1 Large-scale small-world architecture 

A fundamental lesson from neuroscience [Kandel2000] is that billions of neurons connected in a small-

world network [WattsStrogatz1998] are capable of intelligence. Knowledge is embedded in the wiring 

of synapses and decision making is via the firing of neurons. The synaptic interconnections are either 

excitatory or inhibitory to the firing activity of the attached neurons. 

Keeping these fundamentals in mind, we propose a NP internet to realize neural network 

functionality using 𝑁C nanoparticle clusters, 𝑁  interconnect layers, a battery providing voltage bias 

 B and a sensor measuring current output 𝐼 . A compact hardware schematic for a NP internet with 

𝑁 = 8 interconnect layers and 𝑁C = 8 clusters (labelled from a to h) is shown in Figure 5.1. Every 

cluster 𝑐 has 𝑁  interconnect electrodes, of which electrode 𝑖 is connectable to the interconnect layer 𝑖 

by means of a switch with state 𝑊𝑖𝑐 (=1 if close, =0 if open). Thus, we obtain an interconnectivity 

matrix W. The battery and sensor are also connectable to every interconnect layer 𝑖 by switches 𝑤B𝑖 

and 𝑤 𝑖. Thus, we obtain a battery array 𝒘B and a sensor array 𝒘 . An example wiring configuration 

is shown in Figure 5.2a. Depending on the state of (𝑁C  2)𝑁  switches, the NP internet can be one of 

the 2𝑁C𝑁I+2𝑁I  possible wirings. 

The functionality is scalable by simply fabricating more number of NP clusters in parallel. If 

each NP cluster occupies an area of diameter 300 nm, then a chip of diameter 1 cm can fit about 

(
10−2

 ×10−7)
2

≈ 109 clusters. The wiring configurations are proposed to be evolved by controlling the 

switches using a genetic algorithm running on a computer server. A PCB has been developed for this 

purpose by Martin Siekman and Kesari Krishna [Krishna2017], employing CMOS-based ICs with 

switching times of 200 ns and leakage currents of few pA. The communication from the server to the 

switches can be either wireless or follow message passing through a hierarchical topology of routers 

designed to work at the nanoscale [Bush2015]. By employing routers with a branching factor of 64, a 

server can control using 5 levels of hierarchy up to 645 ≈ 109 switches. Some redundancy may be 

introduced so that communication is fault-tolerant and for efficiency only the relative change in the 

state of switches (mutations) may be passed from the server to the NP internet. 
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The maximum number of tunnelling events for any path from the battery to the sensor is 

proportional to the depth of our network, which is fixed at 𝑁 =8 layers, thus satisfying the small-

world property. As shown before, NP clusters are capable of nonlinear and negative differential 

resistance behaviour, thus also satisfying the requirement of excitation and inhibition. 

If the currents through a NP cluster can be modelled as a deterministic function of the voltage 

on its electrodes, then each wiring configuration of the NP internet realizes a recurrent neural network 

(RNN) whose internal states are the electrode voltages as shown in Figure 5.2b. RNNs have the 

capacity to deal with time-varying signals and implementing such functionality by our NP internet is 

discussed towards the end of this thesis. In this chapter, we focus on obtaining a stable current output 

to perform pattern recognition, and thus it is illustrative to reduce the RNN into a simpler feed-

forward neural network (FNN) as shown in Figure 5.2c. 
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Figure 5.1. (a) A NP internet with a battery (at white electrode), current sensor (at black electrode) and several nanoparticle 

clusters (coloured with triangular electrodes) shown on top of interconnect layers (numbered from 1 to 8). The electrodes on 

top are connectable to every layer by means of switches (hidden in between layers). As a convention, first-layer is always 

connected to battery and last-layer is always connected to sensor. (b) Electrode numbering in a cluster, so that the first 

interconnect is opposite to the last (interconnect 8). (c) The wiring scheme uses switches to multiplex an interconnect layer 

(i= 3) to the battery, sensor, and cluster electrodes of the same number.  
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Figure 5.2. Representation of networks. (a) A NP internet defined by its wiring configuration. (b) RNN showing interactions. 

(c) FNN constructed by assuming a directional flow of current within the clusters c. 

 5.2 SET network model 

In order to faithfully simulate real nanoparticle networks, capacitance and resistance matrices need to 

be computed by finite-element analysis [Banyai2015]. Here, for simplicity, we model tunnel junctions 

with a capacitance number 𝑐and a conductivity number 𝜎 such that the capacitance 𝐶 =

0.16𝑐aF,and resistance 𝑅 =
ℎ

𝜎𝑒2 = 25kΩ/𝜎. As a reference, 𝑐 = 1 yields a charging energy of 1 eV 

which is considerably higher than the thermal noise of 25 meV at room temperature. We desire 𝜎 ≪ 1 

for the electrons to be localised within the particle islands. For a nanoparticle of radius 𝑟P, we assume 

that the gate junctions are purely capacitive with 𝑐GP = 𝑟P, 𝜎GP = 0. The island-island junctions are 

defined by 𝑐𝛼𝛽 =
𝑟P
2

𝑑𝛼𝛽
 and 𝜎𝛼𝛽 = exp(−

𝑑𝛼𝛽

𝑟T
); where the distance 𝑑𝛼𝛽 = 𝑟P  |𝒓𝛼 − 𝒓𝛽| with 𝒓𝛼 the 

position of island 𝛼, and 𝑟  is the tunnelling length which can be estimated by solving Schrodinger’s 

equation as 𝑟 = ℏ/√2𝑚eΔ𝐸. Δ𝐸 is the energy barrier for electron tunnelling and is dependent on the 

work function, charge occupancy and size of the nanoparticle [Kalered2017]. For Δ𝐸 = 40mV we have 

𝑟 ≈ 1nm. 

A NP internet of 𝑁C = 8 clusters, where each cluster is a disordered network with 𝑁P = 4 

nanoparticles (of radius 𝑟P = 1) surrounded by 𝑁 = 8 interconnect electrodes is shown in Figure 5.3. 

The particle positions 𝒓𝑝 are randomly distributed in a circle of radius 𝑁 𝑟  and the interconnect 

positions 𝒓𝑖 are spaced evenly along the circumference. For every interconnect layer 𝑖, we assign an 

island whose capacitance number is 𝑐G𝑖. There are 𝑁 = 𝑁P𝑁C  𝑁  islands in the entire SET network. 
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Figure 5.3. Combined representation of particles in a disordered NP internet. Each colour corresponds to a cluster of 4 NPs 

that is encircled by 8 interconnect electrodes. 

 

In practice, the interconnect capacitances could be 𝑐G𝑖 ≫ 1 and hold 1000’s of excess 

electrons. But charging large capacitors by single-electron tunnelling costs a lot of simulation time, so 

we assume that 𝑐G𝑖 = 10, a number that is just high enough for the interconnect islands to not be in 

Coulomb blockade. The capacitances and tunnel resistances are to be obtained from the positions 

𝒓(𝛼) of the islands and the wiring configuration. The bias junctions on interconnect islands are 

defined as 𝑐B𝑖 = 10𝑤B𝑖 and 𝜎B𝑖 = 100𝑤B𝑖. Similarly,𝑐 𝑖 = 10𝑤 𝑖 and 𝜎 𝑖 = 100𝑤 𝑖. The 

interconnect-particle junction is defined as 𝑐𝑖𝑝 =
𝑟P
2

𝑑𝑖𝑝
𝑊𝑖𝑐(𝑝) and 𝜎𝑖𝑝 = exp(−

𝑑𝑖𝑝

𝑟T
)𝑊𝑖𝑐(𝑝). For most of 

our analysis, the default parameters used are summarized in Table 5.1. In some cases, spatially 

varying background charge distributions are considered by adding random values between 0 and 𝜇BG 

to the background electron number of each island. 

 

Table 5.1. Default parameters for constructing a NP internet. 

𝑁P 𝑁C 𝑁  𝑟P 𝑟  𝑁  𝜇BG 

4 8 8 1 nm 1 nm 10 0 

 

 

 5.3 Simulations of NP internets at interesting wiring configurations 

Even for small numbers of 𝑁C = 𝑁 = 8, we have 2𝑁I𝑁C+2𝑁I ≈ 1024 wiring configurations in total. If 

we only connect the battery and sensor to the first and last interconnection respectively, then there are 

2𝑁I𝑁C ≈ 1019 configurations in total. Each of these configurations can be addressed as a group of 𝑁C 

numbers taken from 0 to 2𝑁I − 1 (e.g. 192.168.0.1.14.139.160.194). 
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However, configurations can be degenerate in terms of current-voltage relations. For 

example, if a wiring configuration is seen as an undirected graph, then all edges that cannot be part of 

a path from the battery to the sensor may be pruned without affecting overall current flow. More 

degeneracy arises when the nanoparticle clusters can be modelled by symmetric functions. For 

example, when clusters realize identical functions, reordering the numbers in a wiring address does 

not change any functionality. So by only counting wiring addresses with numbers in ascending order, 

we have ∑ (2
𝑁I 
𝑘

) ( 𝑘
𝑁C−𝑘

)
𝑁C
𝑘=1 ≈ 1014 configurations. Furthermore, if the cluster function is invariant 

upon mirroring or rotating of electrodes, then even more degeneracy occurs. In any case, note that 

configurations with the same current-voltage relations can still be useful for different current-

subconfiguration functionality. So degeneracy does not necessarily mean a loss of functionality for 

pattern recognition, but greatly reduces the total number of fundamental configurations that need to be 

simulated in order to predict functionality. It is not clear a priori to what extent this degeneracy 

applies to disordered NP internets. Degeneracy in terms of current-voltage relations may be 

qualitative instead of the quantitative degeneracy possible in well-ordered NP networks.  

To begin with a study, let us construct a subset of fundamental configurations which are 

interesting. Consider a regular graph of degree 𝑁C =8 and vertex count 𝑁 =8, where each vertex 𝑖 

represents an interconnect layer 𝑖 and each coloured edge 𝑒(𝑖, 𝑗) = 𝑐 represents a NP cluster 𝑐 

between interconnect electrodes 𝑖, 𝑗 as shown in Figure 5.4a. Each path from 1 to 8 in this completely-

coloured graph represents a wiring configuration as illustrated in Figure 5.4b. Here, every path of 

length k is a permutation of k-1 numbers between 1 and 8. Thus there are ∑
6!

(7−𝑘)!𝑘 = 1  6   0  

120   60  720  720 = 1 57 interesting wiring configurations. 

a b

e f

c

g

d

h

(b) Wiring configuration of path 1 → 4 → 2 → 7 → 8(a) 

 

Figure 5.4.(a) A graph where every vertex has edges for the complete set of colours. Some edges are directed so that every 

path in the graph produces a unique wiring configuration. (b) An example wiring configuration derived from a path. 

5.3.1 Diversity in current-voltage relation 

A large diversity in relations is a necessary (but not sufficient) condition to classify a large set of data 

into different patterns. Hence, to study factors that improve diversity in the current-voltage relations, 

we construct disordered NP internets as described before and compare simulations across the set of 

1957 interesting wiring configurations. 
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We simulate the output current 𝐼( ) for  = 0 to 1V in steps of 10mV, by a Monte Carlo 

method that runs until either 1% precision or a maximum of 1000 tunnel events. We can confirm that 

our simulation results are qualitatively reproducible, by comparing across independent simulation 

runs on a disordered network without background charge as shown in Figure 5.5a. Moreover, we can 

visually see that the functionality is diverse across the wiring configurations. This diversity becomes 

greater for a disordered network with spatially varying background charges as shown in Figure 5.5b. 

Of course, the functionality is also diverse across different disordered networks as shown in Figure 

5.5c and Figure 5.5d. 
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Figure 5.5. Current-voltage relations across the interesting wiring configurations shown for, (a) 10 independent simulation 

runs of a disordered network without background charge, (b) 10 independent simulation runs of a disordered network with 

𝜇BG = 1, (c) simulation runs of 10 different disordered networks without background charge, and (d) simulation runs of 10 

different disordered networks with 𝜇BG = 1. 

 

In order to easily understand the functionality in these networks, we reduce the simulation result 𝐼( ) 

into two basic measures of functionality: the maximum current and the threshold voltage (which is 

defined as the voltage span between 0 and 1V where the current is less than a noise floor of 10 pA).  

In Figure 5.6, for each of the 1957 interesting wiring configurations, measures of 

functionality from 10 independent simulations of a disordered network (as in Figure 5.5a) is overlay 

plotted against their average. We see that: 1) there is a strong correlation between measures of 

independent simulations to the average among simulations, which means stochastic or multi-stable 

processes are a minority, and thus we can assign a unique functionality for a majority of the 

configurations, 2) the measures have a broad range, which highlights how diverse the functionality is 

across the interesting wiring configurations. 
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Figure 5.6. Measurement statistics of interesting wiring configurations for 10 independent simulations of a disordered 

network. 

 

In Figure 5.7a-b, for each of the 1957 wiring configurations, measures from 10 different 

networks is overlay plotted against their average. We see that: 1) there is poor correlation between the 

measures of individual networks to their average among networks, which means disorder breaks 

degeneracy (functionality at a wiring configuration is sensitive to disorder in the system) and thus we 

can expect functionality to be diverse across all wiring configurations, 2) the diversity is greater in 

case of spatially random background charges. 

 

(a)

(b)

 

Figure 5.7. Measurement statistics of interesting wiring configurations for different disordered networks, (a) without 

background charge and (b) with 𝜇BG = 1. 

5.3.2 Inhibitory mechanism  

We define inhibition as the decrease in output current after making an interconnection, or equivalently 

an increase in output current after breaking an interconnection. We qualify it as complete inhibition if 
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there is a transition from a steady current flow to a Coulomb blockaded SET network upon making an 

interconnection, otherwise it is partial inhibition. Furthermore, inhibition in the output current from a 

cluster can be either directly due to an interconnection in that cluster or indirectly due to 

interconnection in a different cluster that is coupled in series. 

To study these inhibitory mechanisms in action, we shall search for wiring configurations of 

the NP internet that provide an effective hidden layer (see Figure 5.8a) between the voltage bias and 

output to realize XOR functionality. I.e., the current output for an input layer connectivity of 𝑃 =

11is required to be lower than the current outputs for inputs 10 and 01. We shall restrict our search 

again to those NP internets with the input, output, and hidden layer connectivity derived from 

interesting wiring configurations as follows. The input connections 𝑃 and   are given to the 

beginning and ending clusters in the path of an interesting wiring configuration. The output 

connection is the ending connection of the path, thus to the same cluster as  . The hidden layer 

connectivity is given by the interesting wiring configuration minus the beginning and ending 

connections of its path. Thus, interesting wiring configurations which begin and end in different 

clusters, a total of 1566 configurations, can be tested for XOR functionality (!𝑃 +! 𝑃) and hence 

study both direct inhibition (!  when 𝑃=1) and indirect inhibition (!𝑃 when  =1). 
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Figure 5.8. (a) An abstraction of the NP internet whose output current is a function of the input connectivity 𝑃 and  . (b) 

The best XOR functionality found in our search. (c) The connectivity graph of our best XOR network. The colour nodes are 

different clusters, the numbered nodes are interconnects and the edges are coloured to represent the current flow in the 

equivalent resistor network. (d) Major current flow paths and mean voltages in the input clusters vs. the input connectivity. 

Numbers are next to interconnecting electrodes and 𝑥 denotes the most active island in the red cluster b. 

 

We tested 100 disordered networks (without background charge) for functionality at  B = 1V 

by MC simulations to a maximum of 105 tunnel events. The best XOR was found to have up to 50% 

inhibition, and it was cross-validated by a MF simulation taking ~200 steps on average to reach under 
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1% precision. In Figure 5.8b, we present those simulation results. In Figure 5.8c, we show the NP 

internet with both inputs connected and current flow expected in the equivalent resistor network 

obtained by ignoring charging and tunnelling physics in the islands. However, the actual flow of 

current is much lower due to Coulomb blockade effects, and the major current flow paths and mean 

voltages are shown in Figure 5.8d. Input connectivity of case 11 has conducting paths of both the 

cases 10 and 01. However, the current flowing through the most active island 𝑥 is much lower in case 

11, because the mean voltage differences across the electrode-island junctions 2|𝑥 and 1|𝑥 are greater 

in cases 10 and 01 respectively. 
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 5.4 Pattern recognition 

In this section, we shall use simulations to study the feasibility of evolving the wiring configuration of 

NP internets to work as a neural network and thus perform pattern recognition [Fogel1990]. In 

particular, we attempt to build a classifier [Kotsiantis2007] to distinguish between binary images of 

digits 1-8 as shown in Figure 5.9a. 

For this purpose, we split the interconnectivity matrix W into input, output, and hidden layers as 

shown Figure 5.9b. The first 2 rows of W are mapped to the input image (as binary values 

a1,b1,…,g2) such that 𝑊1a = a1 = 1 if the pixel corresponding to a1is black, and so on. We set 

𝒘B = {1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0} so that the battery is only connected to the input layer and set 𝒘 =

{0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1} so that the last row of W forms the output layer. The remaining elements of W form 

the weights of the hidden layer. For example, the output node h8 can recognize the digit 1 if there is a 

flow of current after setting 𝑊8h = 1 only if the input image looks like a 1. In a similar fashion, if the 

nodes g8 toa8 can recognize the digits 2 to 8, then that NP internet is a successful classifier of these 

digits. 

An example hidden layer functionality to perform classification based on Boolean logic is 

given in Figure 5.9c, and its realization on a NP internet can be as shown in Figure 5.9d. We intend to 

optimize the hidden layer connectivity of our NP internets using genetic algorithms to realize similar 

functionality. Before embarking on such an evolution, we first study the abundance of functionality in 

our NP internets. 

5.4.1 Abundance of functionality 

In our NP internet, an implementation of 8-digit classification could be that the flow of current is 

higher than a threshold only when the input-output pairs are matched as 𝟏 − h8, 𝟐 − g8…𝟖 − a8. For 

classification of this kind, if the current values for all the input-out pairs are visualized as a matrix, all 

the diagonal values must be greater than the non-diagonal values. Hence the diagonal values must all 

be greater than a ‘global threshold’. This condition seems too hard, even for systems with great 

diversity, as the abundance of functionality is low when searching across random 8×8 matrices (see 

blue bars in Figure 5.10). Hence, we shall look at an easier condition that doesn’t enforce a global 

threshold. I.e. Each output node is said to recognize the input digit for which the output current is 

maximum. In this way, the abundance of functionality is much higher (see red bars in Figure 5.10). As 

more than 0.1% of random 8×8 matrices can implement the easier kind of classification. 

We look at NP internets with random hidden layer connectivity, and simulate the current flow 

for all 8×8 pairs of input and output connectivity as given in Figure 5.1a-b. Currents are estimated at 

 B = 0to1V, in steps of 10 mV by MC simulations of the SET networks for randomly generated NP 

internets with random hidden layer connectivities (relevant code given in Appendix 1). We find that 
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the abundance of functionality for these SET networks is comparatively low (see green bars in Figure 

5.10). However, SET networks still have much better abundance than the equivalent resistor networks 

of NP internets (see purples bars in Figure 5.10). 
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Figure 5.9. (a) Binary images of digits, represented as 3×5 pixels. (b) Mapping interconnectivity matrix of NP internet to the 

input image and weights of a neural network. (c) An example table of Boolean logics to recognize digits uniquely at output 

nodes. Just 2 kinds of logic functions are sufficient for this, as depicted aside. (d) Realization of the above functionality in 

our NP internet. Each colour star represents a cluster with 8 electrodes (as numbered in cluster-a) and the thick blue arrows 

represent flow of binary values through interconnects, always between electrodes with the same number, as indicated by the 

white number inside the blue arrow. 
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Figure 5.10. Abundance of functionality enforcing a global threshold is shown for (in blue) 104 different random 8×8 

matrices. Abundance of easier functionality is shown for (in red) 104 different random 8×8 matrices, (in green) 100 different 

SET networks over 100 voltages and (in purple) 104 different resistor networks. 
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 5.5 Conclusion 

The concrete results of this chapter are the conception of the NP internet for pattern recognition and a 

demonstration of inhibition via simulations of interesting wiring configurations to realize XOR 

functionality. An experimental realization of this is recommended before embarking on more 

advanced functionality such as pattern recognition. 

Although we showed that the current-voltage relations of our NP internets are diverse over 

interesting wiring configurations, that diversity is still lower than random distributions. Thus, the 

abundance in functionality for pattern recognition is also much lower. A sure way to increase the 

abundance is to increase the ‘intelligence’ of our NP internet by increasing the number of clusters 𝑁C. 

Another way is to increase the intelligence of our nanoclusters by establishing optimal parameters for 

𝑟 , 𝑁 , 𝜇BG. With that in mind, we shall begin our next chapter on measuring the IQ of a physical 

system. 

It may turn out that a nanomaterial system has its maximal IQ only at low temperatures, so for 

that purpose Suzanne Vernimmen and Max Krakers have designed a helium-tight dipstick chamber to 

house the NP internet [KrakersVernimmen2016]. Advantages of a vacuumable chamber are the 

prevention of moisture and rapid cooling that could be detrimental to solid-state electronics, and a 

dielectric constant = 1 so that the charging energy is maximal for a given size of NP. 
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6 IQ of a physical system 

 

In our quest to realize intelligence by evolving nanomaterial networks, it is useful to have a quick 

estimate about the abundance and evolvability of functionality for tasks like Boolean logic (Chapter 4 

Section 3) and pattern recognition (Chapter 5 Section 4). To that end, here we introduce a measure for 

the Intelligence Quotient (IQ) of physical system based on its input-output relations across 

configurations. 

 6.1 Defining intelligence 

There are many approximate ways to define intelligence [LeggHutter2007]. Albert Einstein once said 

that the true sign of intelligence is not knowledge, but imagination. Stephen Hawking said that 

intelligence is the ability to adapt to change. And now, my dad says that intelligence is the ability to 

understand abstract things. These opinions highlight that an intelligent system has a capacity to create 

new information, evolve and recognize patterns. 

 A few notable measures of intelligence can be based on: 1) the degree of consciousness (Φ, as 

per the integrated information theory [Oizumi2014,Tegmark2015]); 2) the ability of an agent to succeed 

in a wide range of environments (universal intelligence, as per the framework of reinforcement 

learning, [LeggHutter2007b]); 3) the capacity to perform classification (popularly known as the VC 

dimension, named after their proponents Vapnik and Chervonenkis [VapnikChervonenkis2015]). 

 However, the above measures are impractical because: 1) Φ is estimated from input-output 

relations at the component level and hence not computable for black-box systems like our 

nanomaterial networks; 2) the expression for universal intelligence contains the Kolmogorov 

complexity function [Ming1990]  which is not computable; 3) the VC dimension is an all-or-nothing 

measure, e.g. a physical system can realize a high number of logic functions and yet have a VC 

dimension = 1 as shown in Figure 6.1. 
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Figure 6.1. (a) Table of functions in a physical system where for each hardware state (for example, could be a set of applied 

voltages or interconnections), the output is true only for the valid set of input, thus realizing a unique logic (from a binary 

perspective). It has a VC dimension = 4, because every possible outcome of 4 points in the input space can be shattered as 

explained next. (b) The logic function XOR visualised as a shattering of the 4 points in the input space into a   region 

(where output is true) and a − region. (c) A minimal set of 4 functions for a VC dimension = 2. (d) Above, a set of 10 

functions with a VC dimension = 1, because they cannot shatter the outcome of 2 points shown below. 

 

In our work, we model intelligence as the capacity to decide if a pattern relates to a datum as 

shown in Figure 6.2a. The physical system is treated as a black-box which outputs the decision as 

true, if there is a relation between the datum and the pattern. This objective perspective is a 

generalization of the binary perspective explained in Figure 6.1, and may be implemented in our NP 

cluster (where the output current is a function of the input signal and voltage configuration) and NP 

internet (where the output current is a function of the input layer wiring and hidden layer wiring) as 

shown in Figure 6.2b. Thus, the input-output relations across several configurations of our physical 

systems can be translated into a table of relations between data and patterns as shown in Figure 6.2c, 

from which its IQ is to be determined. Each row of relation in this table contains a unique subset of 

data, and patterns that relate to all of them. 
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Figure 6.2. (a) Our model of an intelligent system working as a decision machine. The decision is true when there is a 

relation between the datum and the pattern. (b) Implementation of our model on our physical systems. The pattern and datum 

can be mapped to subsets of the voltage or wiring configuration. The decision is true if the output current is above a 

threshold. (c) An example table of 7 relations, with 3 data and 10 patterns. 
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6.1.1 IQ factors of a table of relations 

In order to obtain an IQ metric from a table of relations, we can consider the following factors to be 

relevant: 

1) The number of relations 𝑁R. It is also the total number of logic functions, from a binary 

perspective. 

2) The number of data 𝑁D and patterns 𝑁P. They are a measure of information. 

3) The geometric mean of the number of data per relation 𝜇D. It is a measure of integration 

(several data relating to a pattern). 

4) The geometric mean of the number of patterns per relation 𝜇P. It is a measure of evolvability 

(abundance of configurations per logic from a binary perspective). 

For example, the IQ factors of the table in Figure 6.2c are (𝑁R, 𝑁D, 𝑁P, 𝜇D, 𝜇P) = (7, ,10, 2
3

7 
1

7, 4
1

7). A 

simple IQ metric could be the log-average of these factors, thus resulting in an IQ 

=
log2 7× ×10×2

3
7 

1
7×4

1
7

5
= 1.73 bits. 

In the following section, we shall apply this methodology to study the total number of logic functions 

present in a physical system based on experimental measurements. 
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 6.2 IQ test for Boolean logic in a nanomaterial cluster 

When searching for Boolean logic in our NP cluster, optimizing the voltage configurations to find 

different logics was a time-intensive task. If we want to repeat such experiments on novel physical 

systems, it is useful to gauge their intelligence in a time-efficient manner. For that purpose, we 

performed the following IQ test on a nanomaterial cluster of dopant atoms (lightly doped Si:B, 

detailed in [vanGelder2017]). 

The nanomaterial cluster consists of 8 electrodes, of which an output electrode measures 

current flowing to the ground and each of the remaining 7 electrodes apply voltages of either 0 V or 1 

V as given by a configuration number. For example,  7 6. .  1 = 0100010 in binary corresponds to 

configuration 34 in decimal. For the IQ test, the output current was measured for all 27 = 128 

possible voltage configurations in 4 different runs to check for reproducibility and time stability. The 

delay 𝜏 between setting the voltage configuration and measuring output current was, 𝜏 = 1 s for the 

first 2 runs and 𝜏 = 0.1 s in the next 2 runs. The output current was found to range between -12 to 700 

pA, and is plotted in Figure 6.3. The maximum standard deviation across the different runs was < 50 

pA. 

 

 

Figure 6.3. Output current vs. configuration of the nanomaterial cluster of dopant atoms. The legends correspond to 4 

different runs where the output was measured after a delay of 1 s for runs #1 and #2 and 0.1 s for runs #3 and #4. 

 

Subsets of the 7 voltage configuration bits can be mapped to a datum or pattern and a current 

threshold chosen in many arbitrary ways in order to obtain a table of relations similar to those shown 

in Figure 6.2. Here, we focus on 2-input Boolean logic where the input electrode position can be 

mapped to 21 different combinations (labelled from A to U in Figure 6.4a). The datum is mapped to 

the input voltage bits and the pattern to the combination letter followed by the decimal number due to 

the other 5 bits. E.g. choosing combination M with inputs  5  , configuration  4 = 0100010 gives a 

datum 00 and pattern M10 (because 10 is decimal value of 01 0 10).  

For a threshold of 100 pA, the table of relations was found to be the same for all 4 runs as 

shown in Figure 6.4b. In total 11 relations are present and the only missing logic are XOR, NAND, !P 

and XNOR. As an example, we show the output measurements corresponding to the NOR logic due 
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to pattern M10 in Figure 6.4c. We can see that the relation for this pattern is valid even for thresholds 

between ~80 to 140 pA. However, if the threshold were 160 pA, the relation for this pattern is present 

only for runs #1 and #2, and thus invalid. Hence, the table of relations is strongly dependent on our 

(arbitrary) choice of threshold currents. 
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Figure 6.4. (a) All possible combinations of electrode arrangements, labelled from A to U. Input electrodes are green, control 

electrodes are orange and the output electrode is purple. (b) Table of relations realized for a threshold of 100 pA in the 

nanomaterial cluster. For some relations, since a large number of patterns were found, we only mention their total number 

and the set of electrode arrangements. (c) Above, is the distribution of voltages to realize NOR logic due to pattern M10. 

Below, is the output currents measured at configurations corresponding to each datum for the 4 different runs. 

 

In Figure 6.5, we plot the number of relations 𝑁R and patterns 𝑁P for threshold values 

between 0 and 700 pA. Both 𝑁R and 𝑁P are maximum at a threshold of 100 pA. For a threshold 

greater than 650 pA, 𝑁R and 𝑁P drop to 0 because the decisions are always false. For a threshold of -

50 pA, 𝑁R = 1 because the decisions are always true and thus all possible patterns (𝑁P = 21 ∗ 25 =

672) relate to the data (00,10,10,11). 

 

 

Figure 6.5. 𝑁R and 𝑁P vs. threshold current for measurements in the nanomaterial cluster. 
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 6.3 Conclusion 

We provided a definition for intelligence that is relevant for pattern recognition. As a first step, here 

we demonstrated the application of an IQ test for characterising the Boolean logic capacity of a 

nanomaterial cluster. The next step would be to apply this IQ test on simulations of SET network 

models of NP clusters as introduced in Chapter 5 Section 2. It is expected that physical parameters 

influencing the amount of crosstalk and disorder in the cluster play an important role. Optimizing 

physical parameters for maximal IQ could lead to a more intelligent design in electrode structures, 

sizes and concentration of NPs, and thickness of the molecular coatings. 

 It is also yet to be demonstrated how well the IQ factors of a NP cluster for Boolean logic 

approximate the abundance of functionality in a NP internet for pattern recognition as proposed in 

Chapter 5 Section 4. Developing an IQ test based on current-voltage relations of a NP internet across 

interesting wiring configurations is recommended. Relations of the same IQ test could also be used to 

estimate inhibitory functionality. 

 The application of our IQ metric in evaluating artificial neural networks used in deep learning 

and biological networks should provide more insights on the practicality of our IQ metric. 
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7 Outlook 

 

To put the importance of our work into perspective, we shall discuss here historical and contemporary 

works that fall in its vicinity and provide avenues for future research. 

 7.1 Evolution in materio 

The field of EIM has experiments tracing back to the 1950’s, when the cyberneticist Gordon Pask 

manually evolved metallic threads between electrodes present in a metal salt solution to distinguish 

between sound frequencies, and called it an ear [Cariani1993]. Many more experiments followed 

[Miller2014], of which attempts to evolve the voltage configuration and connectivity in a liquid crystal 

board to realize Boolean logic gates deserves special mention [Harding2005]. However, evolution of 

Boolean logic gates such as XOR faced difficulties concerning stability and reconfigurability. It was 

reasoned that the liquid crystals had a form of memory in their orientation, which was hard to control.  

In our work discussed in Chapter 4, we show that it is possible to evolve the complete set of 

2-input Boolean logic gates in clusters of gold nanoparticles at ~300 mK. We explicitly evolve the 

major logic gates, and show that the AND and NAND gate are stable and reconfigurable even after a 

span of 100 hours and a thermal cycle of heating up to 15 K and cooling back to 300 mK. This 

highlights that the logic gates found by evolution are robust and immune to minor background charge 

fluctuations. When thermally cycling to room temperature and back, because background charges can 

get redistributed with much higher probability, the previously evolved logic gates did not work 

anymore and thus the gates had to be evolved once more. This could mean that evolution is sensitive 

to the spatially varying background charge and exploits them for functionality. 

Following our work on NP clusters, students in our NanoElectronics group, Jeroen van Gelder 

[vanGelder2017] and William Elferink [Elferink2018], have shown in their Master theses that Boolean 

logic can be evolved in clusters of dopants (boron or arsenic atoms in a silicon chip) cooled inside a 

dewar of liquid helium or liquid nitrogen. Elferink used the IQ test methodology discussed in Chapter 

6 to identify the best electrode assignments for evolving Boolean logic. Future experiments are 

planned to interconnect several clusters to form a dopant internet and evolve functionality such as 

digit recognition as discussed in Chapter 5. Efforts are also being made to attain functionality at room 

temperature, to enable integration into consumer electronics. Nathan Blanken and Laurens 

Westenberg investigated clusters of ionic complexes for this purpose in their BSc project 

[BlankenWestenberg2015]. Although nonlinearity was found, we are yet to observe SET physics as 

reported in single-atom transistors [Park2002]. 

Another promising nanomaterial for EIM is a network of carbon nanotubes (CNT), because 

SET physics [Postma2001] and logic circuits [Bachtold2001] have been demonstrated using them at 

room temperature. Mohid et al. [Mohid2014] attempted EIM in a network of CNT dispersed in acrylic 
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on top of microscale electrodes, to solve machine learning classification of datasets. They achieved an 

average test accuracy of ~77% on classifying the Iris dataset, which is a problem that was originally 

solved in [Fisher1936] by linear discriminant analysis. This means it is an easy problem that can also be 

solved by a purely resistive network. In contrast, our work in Chapter 4 on evolving Boolean logic 

gates such as XOR is a proof of much richer physics. The XOR problem is linearly inseparable and 

thus can not be solved by neural networks without any hidden layers. So far, attempts to evolve XOR 

in networks of CNT (on top of microscale electrodes) had failed [Kotsialos2014]. Future experiments to 

evolve functionality in networks of CNT are recommended to be on top of nanoscale electrodes (at 

room temperature). 

As we go further down the nanoscale to achieve room temperature operation, quantum 

confinement effects will begin to play an important role. Decades ago, a nanomaterial cluster of 

polysilicon grains was demonstrated to work as a single-electron memory device at room temperature 

[Yano1994]. For that cluster of “quantum dots”, local variations in thickness between 5 and 2 nm result 

in wildly varying quantum confinement potentials between 50 and 300 meV, and thus the potential 

landscape (called “the nanometer Grand Canyon”) varies considerably in character across devices, 

providing more diversity to apply EIM. Quantum effects, such as resonant tunnelling induced NDR 

[Saitoh2004], enrich the physics to be exploited by EIM. 

 7.2 Evolution and the brain 

Evolution of life on Earth is a slow process limited by the time to reproduce and rates of mutation. It 

is estimated to have taken billions of years to evolve from single-celled life to multicellular life and 

another 10 million years to evolve from earlier apes to modern humans. But there are also 

evolutionary processes in nature that can happen at much shorter time scales. A relevant example is 

Edelman’s theory of neuronal group selection [Edelman1993] where he argues that higher order brain 

functions such as the ability of organisms to categorize an unlabelled world and behave in an adaptive 

fashion arises not from instruction or information transfer (as in a backpropagation algorithm), but 

from processes of selection upon variation (of the synaptic interconnections in their brain). Beginning 

with the blank state (tabula rasa) of an embryonic brain we can evolve to the talents of an adult brain 

in a matter of years. Thus, we could argue that nature took billions of years to evolve organisms that 

could seed a brain capable of evolving its wiring configuration quickly. 

Looking at functional models of brain regions [Eliasmith2012], we can see that the 

interconnectivity in the basal ganglia (responsible for action selection) that is modulated by a reward 

evaluation serves as a suitable region for evolution in the brain. But how can we reckon an 

evolutionary theory of brain connectivity leading to apparent functional specificity of regions and 

anatomical hierarchy [Felleman1991] in regions such as the visual and auditory cortex that is ‘common’ 

across humans? Actually functional specificity is only restricted to generic concepts like faces, places, 
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and bodies but no evidence of cortical specialization for concepts such as predators, prey, tools, food, 

cars, chairs, etc. were found [Kanwisher2010]. Studies on blind children conclude that spoken language 

perception colonizes the visual system during brain development [Bedny2015,Lane2015], suggesting 

that the human cortex may have a broad computational capacity. Thus anatomical hierarchies do not 

always enforce functional specificity in the brain, and the functionality is sensitive to the input during 

development, an emergent behaviour. This reminds us of Toffoli’s argument [Toffoli2004] that 

computation cannot be even properly defined if it is not placed in the context of the evolutionary 

feedback loops that brought it into being. Because functional models, while indispensable for 

understanding complex systems, are just approximations! 

So there is reason to believe that evolution on neural networks can lead to human-level 

intelligence even if they do not map to the functional or anatomical architecture of the human brain. 

Moreover, bio-inspiration probably has a better chance at outdoing nature than bio-mimicry. This 

gives us confidence that simplistic large-scale small-world networks, such as the NP internet proposed 

in Chapter 5, may be enough to realize intelligence. 

 7.3 Neuroevolution in nanomaterio 

We are now at the cusp of an AI boom; several difficult problems like pattern recognition are being 

more efficiently solved by evolutionary algorithms on artificial neural networks. Recent growth in 

computing power enabled techniques like evolution strategies [Salimans2017] and deep neuroevolution 

[Such2017] to become a scalable alternative to backpropagation based deep learning methods for 

training networks with millions of weights to play video games at super-human level. The field of 

neuroevolution has made remarkable progress over the last two decades [Soltoggio2017], however 

implementations on neuromorphic hardware have not been realized yet. 

For future experiments on neuroevolution, we propose that a nanomaterial system like our NP 

internet is much more suitable than neuromorphic hardware designed out of digital components like 

TrueNorth. A specific reason is the energy-efficiency plausible in our system by operating at the 

single-electron level. More profound reasons that are applicable to any nanomaterial system are super-

Turing computation [Siegelmann1995] which is possible in analog neural networks, better signal to 

noise ratio due to stochastic resonance [Wiesenfield1995], and all the other advantages of EIM. 

 7.4 Overview 

Apart from our work, other interesting nanomaterial systems proposed for neuromorphic computing 

are self-assembled atomic switch networks (ASN) [Demis2016,Scharnhorst2017] that serve as a 

reservoir for temporal dynamics and semi-predictable logic, spintronic oscillators [Torrejon2017] that 

serve as a reservoir to perform spoken digit recognition, and memristive crossnets [Prezioso2015] that 
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classify 3×3 binary input images. However, inhibitory functionality has not been demonstrated in any 

other nanomaterial network apart from our work on NP networks. This makes NP networks a better 

candidate for realizing classifiers based on non-temporal pattern recognition. 

In Table 7.1 we present an overview of the natural computing systems discussed and network 

property requirements that we consider essential for neuroevolution in nanomaterio. To our 

knowledge, the NP internet is the only system satisfying all those requirements. This is not surprising 

given that both EIM and neuroevolution (in software) are still emerging fields. A common theme in 

AI is that many great ideas were neglected earlier simply because we did not have the necessary 

computational resources to execute them. In that sense, our proposition for neuroevolution in 

nanomaterio is timely! 

 

Table 7.1.  State-of-the-art in natural computing compared to the human brain. 

Network 

Property 
CNT ASN NP cluster 

TrueNorth 

(CMOS) 

Memristive 

CrossNet 
NP internet 

Human 

Brain 

Nonlinear ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Inhibitory ☓ ☓ ✓ ✓ ☓ ✓ ✓ 

Large-scale 

Small-world 
☓ ☓ ☓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Nanoscale ☓ ☓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ☓ 

Designless ✓ ✓ ✓ ☓ ☓ ✓ ✓ 

Analog 

computing 
✓ ✓ ✓ ☓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
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A Appendix 

1) Mathematica code 

Mathematica code for MF simulation of SET networks, stability region plots and simulation of NP 

internets can be found in https://github.com/celestine-preetham/SETSANE. 

Create NP internet

Create SET network

Current-voltage relation 
as function of time

Voltage regions for charge 
stability

Input data

Ideal 
relationsWiring 

configuration

Simulated 
relations

Mean-field simulation of 
current at critical voltage

Neuro-
Evolution

Fitness 
score

Output
patterns

 

2) Numerical method to solve for equilibrium point of MF approximation 

AIM: To find the equilibrium point 𝐧 such that  
𝑑𝐧

𝑑 
=

𝑰B(𝐧)+𝑰O(𝐧)+𝑰(𝐧)

𝑒
= 𝟎  

OVERVIEW: A standard method of explicit time integration (or implicit in case of stiff systems) is 

computationally overkill when transients are of no interest. Alternatively, multidimensional root-

finding is tricky as 1) in derivative based methods computing the Jacobian matrix is expensive for 

large dimensions and confusing in presence of multiple local minima 2) bracketing methods may be 

impossible when the function is non-convex. So, here we introduce a confidence controlled 

multidimensional stepping method. 

INPUT: functions 𝑰B(𝐧), 𝑰 (𝐧), 𝑰(𝐧), initial state 𝐧𝟎 = 𝟎, initial step-confidence 

𝜹 = 𝐍𝐨𝐫𝐦𝐚𝐥𝐢𝐳𝐞 [
𝑑𝐧

𝑑 
], gain factor 𝛾 = 1.2, loss factor 𝜆 = 0.5, tolerance=0.01. 

RUN: step=0;𝐧 = 𝐧𝟎; Do TakeStep; step++ While step<200 && precision < tolerance. 

TakeStep:={ 

𝜟𝒏 =
𝑰B(𝐧)+𝑰O(𝐧)+𝑰(𝐧)

𝑒
; (compute rate of change) 

If |𝜟𝒏| < 10−7, Then Stop;  

For [𝑟 = 1 to 𝑁, (for each dimension) 

If 𝛥�𝑟𝛿𝑟 ≥ 0 (check if rate of change and step-confidence have the same sign) 

https://github.com/celestine-preetham/SETSANE
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Then 𝛿𝑟 = 10−8𝐒𝐢𝐠𝐧[𝛥�𝑟]  𝐂𝐥𝐢𝐩[𝛾𝛿𝑟 , ±0.1] (step forward with a gain in confidence, with 

magnitude clipped between 10−8 and 0.1) 

Else 𝛿𝑟 = −𝜆𝛿𝑟 (step backward with a loss in confidence) 

]; 

𝐧 = 𝐧  𝜹 (update state); precision = RelativeError[Σ𝑰 (𝐧), −Σ𝑰B(𝐧)] }. 

3) Relative error 

RelativeError[𝐼1, 𝐼2]: =
|𝐼1−𝐼2|

|𝐼1|+|𝐼2|+𝐼n
 (The noise current 𝐼n = 10−1 A is added so that the absolute error 

is |𝐼1 − 𝐼2| < tolerance × 𝐼n = 1 fA for a tolerance=1%). 

4) Netlist of disordered network 

Our SET network consists of 𝛼 = 1 to 𝑁 particles (of radius 𝑟P = 10 nm) that are dispersed randomly 

at positions 𝒓(𝛼) in a circle of radius 100 nm between electrodes at positions 𝒓(B) = (10𝑟P, 0) and 

𝒓(O) = (−10𝑟P, 0). We consider a characteristic capacitance 𝐶0 = 10𝑒 = 1.6aF, characteristic 

resistance 𝑅0 = 105Ohm and leakage resistance 𝑅∞ = 1016 Ohm. We assume that 𝐶G𝛼 = 𝐶0(1  

𝑅𝑎�𝑑𝑜𝑚[0,1]), 𝑅G𝛼 = 𝑅∞ for 𝛼 = 1 to 𝑁 and 𝐶𝛼𝛽 = 𝐶0𝑟P/𝑑(𝛼, 𝛽), 𝑅𝛼𝛽 = 𝑅0𝐸^𝑡(𝛼, 𝛽) where 

𝑑(𝛼, 𝛽) = |𝑟P  𝑟(𝛼) − 𝑟(𝛽)|, 𝑡(𝛼, 𝛽) = |
𝑟(𝛼)−𝑟(𝛽)

𝑟P
| for 𝛼, 𝛽 ∈ {𝐵, 𝑂, 1, … , 𝑁}. 

 

The netlist for the 2-particle disordered network is  

TEMPERATURE= 0.000000e+00 
q-MQT_ORDER= 1 
SEED= -2 
MEASUREMENT_MODE=TRANSIENT 
START_TIME= 0.000000e+00 
END_TIME= .99 
TIME_STEP= 1.000000e-02 
EVENT_NR_LIMIT= 1700 
MIN_STATE_PROB= 1.000000e-10 
MAX_STATE_PROB_ERR= 1.000000e-03 
LIMIT_RATE_FRACTION= 1.000000e+01 
MAX_LEVEL= 5 
J5 1 2 C=1.118890e-19 R="4.353520e8" NV1=-1 NV2=-1 SD=TRUE {35, 70, 0, STRAIGHT,STRAIGHT} 
J7 1 3 C=1.867430e-18 R="1.010e16" NV1=-1 NV2=-1 SD=TRUE {35, 105, 0, STRAIGHT,STRAIGHT} 
J9 1 4 C=8.801250e-20 R="2.369840e9" NV1=-1 NV2=-1 SD=TRUE {35, 140, 0, STRAIGHT,STRAIGHT} 
J11 1 5 C=7.285370e-20 R="1.490460e11" NV1=-1 NV2=-1 SD=TRUE {35, 175, 0, STRAIGHT,STRAIGHT} 
J8 2 3 C=1.31630e-18 R="1.010e16" NV1=-1 NV2=-1 SD=TRUE {70, 105, 0, STRAIGHT,STRAIGHT} 
J10 2 4 C=8.743190e-20 R="4.074650e9" NV1=-1 NV2=-1 SD=TRUE {70, 140, 0, STRAIGHT,STRAIGHT} 
J12 2 5 C=1.195470e-19 R="1.360250e9" NV1=-1 NV2=-1 SD=TRUE {70, 175, 0, STRAIGHT,STRAIGHT} 
V1 3 0 V=0.0e0 {105, 25, 180,1,STRAIGHT,STRAIGHT} 
V2 4 0 V=0.0e0 {140, 25, 180,1,STRAIGHT,STRAIGHT} 
V3 5 0 V=9.820030e-2 {175, 25, 180,1,STRAIGHT,STRAIGHT} 
N 1 Q=0.0e0 VOLATILE=ON  MATERIAL: METAL EC=0.000000e+00 EV=0.000000e+00 {35, 35} 
N 2 Q=0.0e0 VOLATILE=ON  MATERIAL: METAL EC=0.000000e+00 EV=0.000000e+00 {70, 70} 
N 3 Q=0.000000e+00 VOLATILE=ON  MATERIAL: METAL EC=0.000000e+00 EV=0.000000e+00 {105, 105} 
N 4 Q=0.000000e+00 VOLATILE=ON  MATERIAL: METAL EC=0.000000e+00 EV=0.000000e+00 {140, 140} 
N 5 Q=0.000000e+00 VOLATILE=ON  MATERIAL: METAL EC=0.000000e+00 EV=0.000000e+00 {175, 175} 
.Q1 1 {35, 35, 0,STRAIGHT} 
.Q2 2 {70, 70, 0,STRAIGHT} 
Z 0 {10,10,1} 
ZERO_NODE_INFO MATERIAL:METAL EC=0.000000e+00 EV=0.000000e+00 
.I1 V2 ORIENTATION=POSITIVE {0,0,0,STRAIGHT} 
.I2 V3 ORIENTATION=POSITIVE {0,0,0,STRAIGHT} 
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5) Netlist of 4×4 grid network 

All the tunnel junctions for adjacent locations 𝛼, 𝛽 on the grid have 𝐶𝛼𝛽 = 𝐶0 = 1.6 × 10−18aF and. 

𝑅𝛼𝛽 = 105Ω. The islands have a gate capacitance 𝐶G𝛼 = 2𝐶0. The input voltage amplitude is 10 mV 

and the control voltages (in V) are given by the gene values below. 

 𝑐1 𝑐2 𝑐  𝑐4 𝑐5 𝑏 

XOR 0.00458 0.00466 0.0108 0.0212 -0.0022 0.338 

AND 0.011 0.0021 0.00941 -0.00124 0.00454 -0.131 

OR -0.00446 -0.0128 0.00748 -0.00202 -0.00791 -0.676 

NAND 0.0156 0.0215 0.0082 0.0161 0.0221 -0.014 

6) Netlist of bistable circuit 

{Cxz, Cx0, Cy0, Cxg, Cyz, Cxy, Rxz, Rx0, Ryz, Czs, Rzs} = {100,100,101,1,100, 00,1. ,1. ,1. ,500,1}; vg=0.08 V. 

7) SIMON netlist of multiscale network 

TEMPERATURE= 0.000000e+00 
q-MQT_ORDER= 1 
SEED= -1 
MEASUREMENT_MODE=QUASI_STATIONARY 
START_TIME= 0.000000e+00 
END_TIME= 1.000000e+00 
TIME_STEP= 1.000000e-02 
EVENT_NR_LIMIT= 10000 
MIN_STATE_PROB= 1.000000e-10 
MAX_STATE_PROB_ERR= 1.000000e-03 
LIMIT_RATE_FRACTION= 1.000000e+01 
MAX_LEVEL= 5 
C1 6 0 C=1.000000e-15 {286,386,180,5,STRAIGHT,STRAIGHT} 
C2 0 5 C=3.000000e-18 {286,469,0,6,STRAIGHT,STRAIGHT} 
C3 4 0 C=3.000000e-18 {287,297,0,4,STRAIGHT,STRAIGHT} 
C4 13 0 C=3.000000e-18 {414,366,0,10,STRAIGHT,STRAIGHT} 
C5 12 0 C=3.000000e-18 {204,356,0,2,STRAIGHT,STRAIGHT} 
J1 0 13 C=1.000000e-18 R="1.000e+05"  NV1=-1 NV2=-1 SD=FALSE {463,364,180,11,STRAIGHT,STRAIGHT} 
J2 4 13 C=1.000000e-18 R="1.000e+05"  NV1=-1 NV2=-1 SD=FALSE {334,297,0,STRAIGHT,STRAIGHT} 
J3 3 12 C=1.000000e-18 R="1.000e+05"  NV1=-1 NV2=-1 SD=FALSE {153,355,0,STRAIGHT,STRAIGHT} 
J4 5 13 C=1.000000e-18 R="1.000e+05"  NV1=-1 NV2=-1 SD=FALSE {343,469,0,STRAIGHT,STRAIGHT} 
J5 6 5 C=1.000000e-18 R="1.000e+05"  NV1=-1 NV2=-1 SD=FALSE {286,429,90,STRAIGHT,STRAIGHT} 
J6 12 4 C=1.000000e-18 R="1.000e+05"  NV1=-1 NV2=-1 SD=TRUE {248,298,0,STRAIGHT,STRAIGHT} 
J7 12 5 C=1.000000e-18 R="1.000e+05"  NV1=-1 NV2=-1 SD=TRUE {247,469,0,STRAIGHT,STRAIGHT} 
J8 4 6 C=1.000000e-18 R="1.000e+05"  NV1=-1 NV2=-1 SD=TRUE {286,352,90,STRAIGHT,STRAIGHT} 
V1 3 0 PWL: 0.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 1.000000e+00 4.000000e-02 {104,399,0,12,STRAIGHT,STRAIGHT} 
.U1 3 0 {56,353,90,12,STRAIGHT,STRAIGHT} 
.Q1 4 {346,341,0,STRAIGHT} 
.Q2 6 {348,394,0,STRAIGHT} 
.I1 J1 ORIENTATION=NEGATIVE {548,343,0,STRAIGHT} 
.SD1 CONTROL=C1 0.000e+00 1.000e-16 100 CONTROL=V1 0.000e+00 4.000e-02 100 100 {436,438} 
N 3 Q=0.000000e+00 VOLATILE=ON  MATERIAL: METAL EC=0.000000e+00 EV=0.000000e+00 {118,368} 
N 4 Q=0.000000e+00 VOLATILE=ON  MATERIAL: METAL EC=0.000000e+00 EV=0.000000e+00 {287,298} 
N 5 Q=0.000000e+00 VOLATILE=ON  MATERIAL: METAL EC=0.000000e+00 EV=0.000000e+00 {286,469} 
N 6 Q=0.000000e+00 VOLATILE=ON  MATERIAL: METAL EC=0.000000e+00 EV=0.000000e+00 {286,387} 
N 12 Q=0.000000e+00 VOLATILE=ON  MATERIAL: METAL EC=0.000000e+00 EV=0.000000e+00 {204,355} 
N 13 Q=0.000000e+00 VOLATILE=ON  MATERIAL: METAL EC=0.000000e+00 EV=0.000000e+00 {413,365} 
Z 0 {192,357,2} 
Z 0 {275,298,4} 
Z 0 {273,387,5} 
Z 0 {274,470,6} 
Z 0 {402,366,10} 
Z 0 {527,399,11} 
Z 0 {105,443,12} 
ZERO_NODE_INFO MATERIAL: METAL EC=0.000000e+00 EV=0.000000e+00 
T "C1" {302,366} 
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8) Fabrication details 

The samples shown in Chapter 4, Figure 2a-c were fabricated by Saurabh Bose with Au 

electrodes.The sample shown in. Chapter 4, Figure 2d was fabricated by Reinier Nielen with Pd 

electrodes using the following procedure 

• PMMA A2 spin at 2000 rpm for ~60 seconds 

• Bake at 160 degree Celsius for 120 seconds 

• Write the EBL pattern using 20kV, 20 μ𝑚 aperture with the parameters tabulated below 

 
Table A.1. Electron beam lithography parameters. 

Beam current = 0.107 nA Area Curved Elements Lines Dots 

Step size (μ𝑚) 0.01 0.01 0.0020  

Dwell time (ms) 1.4e-3 1.4e-3 0.934e-3 0.09 

Dose (μC /cm2) 150 150 500e-9 0.01e-9 

• Develop the resist with MIBK:IPA for 33 seconds 

• Rinse with isopropanol for 30 seconds 

• Deposit metal by EBPVD with the parameters tabulated below 
 

Table A.2. Electron-beam physical vapor deposition parameters. 

Layer # Material 
Thickness 

(nm) 

Emission 
current 

(mA) 

Rate  

(nm/s) 

Process 
pressure 
(mbar) 

1 Ti 2 36 0.03 3.0e-7 

2 Pd 25 100 0.15 6.0e-7 

• Lift-off with DMSO for 30 minutes in an ultrasonic bath at 80 degree Celsius 

• Rinse with isopropanol and blow dry with nitrogen. 

9) Fitness quality 

Here we show how to compute the fitness quality 𝐹  of the measured output 𝐼   (𝑡) to satisfy a 

Boolean function 𝑓(𝑡). The bar in 𝐹  symbolizes that we use a strict definition, where 𝐹 = 1 if and 

only if 𝐼   (𝑡) ≡ 𝑓(𝑡). 

Let us define 𝑚𝑖�0 as the minimum of 𝐼   (𝑡) in the time windows when 𝑓(𝑡) = 0. 

Similarly, we can define 𝑚𝑎𝑥0, 𝑚𝑖�1 and 𝑚𝑎𝑥1. Any threshold current between 𝑚𝑖�1 and 𝑚𝑎𝑥0 

would make 𝐼   (𝑡) ≡ 𝑓(𝑡) as visualized below: 
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If 𝑚𝑖�1 < 𝑚𝑎𝑥0, then 𝐹 = 0. because such a threshold is impossible. For a good fitness 

quality, we want the tolerance 𝑚𝑖�1 − 𝑚𝑎𝑥0 as large as possible. And so one can define 𝐹 =

𝑚𝑖𝑛1−𝑚𝑎𝑥0

𝑚𝑎𝑥1−𝑚𝑖𝑛0
 where the tolerance is divided by the range 𝑚𝑎𝑥1 − 𝑚𝑖�0, so that 𝐹 ≤ 1. That is the 

fitness quality definition we use for memory functions. However, such a definition doesn’t enforce 

that the offset 𝑚𝑖�0 is close to 0. For a good fitness quality in logic functions, since a low offset is 

desired, we define 𝐹 =
𝑚𝑖𝑛1−𝑚𝑎𝑥0

𝑚𝑎𝑥1−𝑚𝑖𝑛0+|𝑚𝑖𝑛0|
 where |𝑚𝑖�0| is a penalty in the denominator. 
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Samenvatting 

De eerste grootschalige elektronische computer werd gebouwd tijdens de Tweede Wereldoorlog. 

Genaamd ENIAC (electronic numerical integrator and computer), de machine was zo groot als een 

stapel van 100 mensen. Het werd oorspronkelijk ontworpen om schiettafels voor artillerie te 

berekenen, een taak waar mensen slecht in waren. Gelukkig is de oorlog beëindigd en hebben 

volgende generaties computers veel aspecten van menselijke activiteit verbeterd en ons geholpen om 

anders onmogelijke taken zoals ruimteverkenning te bereiken. Moderne computers zijn gekrompen tot 

microprocessors die kleiner zijn dan een duim en worden dus veel sneller en energiezuiniger. Deze 

technologische vooruitgang heeft computers gemaakt die in staat zijn om applicaties zoals Microsoft's 

Seeing AI te leveren, die het landschap op de camera kunnen beschrijven om de levens van blinden te 

verrijken. Dit soort kunstmatige intelligentie wordt mogelijk gemaakt door deep learning op 

kunstmatige neurale netwerken (dit zijn wiskundige modellen van computernetwerken die 

vergelijkbaar zijn met de hersenen). Deep learning machines hebben recentelijk bovenmenselijke 

vaardigheden bereikt bij het spelen van strategische bordspellen en videogames, en hebben nieuwe 

kennis en intuïtie gebracht om deze spellen te spelen. We zijn echter nog steeds een maanschot 

verwijderd van het bereiken van wat bekend staat als kunstmatige algemene intelligentie, die ook 

empathie en wijsheid omvat om beslissingen te nemen tussen goed en kwaad in de echte wereld. 

De uitdaging is om neuromorfische hardware te maken die net zo grootschalig is als het menselijk 

brein. IBM's TrueNorth, de grootste neuromorfische chip sinds de afgelopen vier jaar, heeft slechts 

0,01% van het aantal neuronen in een menselijk brein, geïmplementeerd op een duimformaat chip die 

vijf miljarden transistoren verpakt. Het verkleinen van de kenmerkgroottes naar de nanoschaal is 

noodzakelijk om een hogere computationele dichtheid te bereiken. Het leidt echter tot imperfecties en 

andere onbedoelde fysieke effecten, dus buiten het bereik van het menselijk ontwerp. Om dit op te 

lossen, kijken we terug naar de wegen van de natuur!     

 Natuurlijke computersystemen zijn een product van evolutie. Evolutie maakt gebruik van alle 

exploiteerbare fysieke processen. Dus in plaats van elektronische schakelingen te maken die 

ontwerpregels hebben om fysieke processen zoals capacitieve overspraak uit te sluiten, lijkt het meer 

natuurlijk om materie in zijn ontwerploze vorm te gebruiken en deze te evolueren voor berekening. 

Hier laten we zien dat de elektronische eigenschappen van nanomateriaalclusters kunnen worden 

ontwikkeld om Booleaanse logische poorten te realiseren. Het cluster is ontwerploos in de zin dat het 

een ongeordende verzameling deeltjes is. Clusters van nanodeeltjes worden getest bij een temperatuur 

die 10 keer kouder is dan de ruimte en er wordt ontdekt dat ons systeem voldoet aan de essentiële 

criteria voor de kunstmatige realisatie van neurale netwerken. Evenzo functioneren clusters van 

atomen gedoteerd in silicium bij de temperatuur van vloeistof-stikstof, en worden prospectieve 

nanomaterialen voor kamertemperatuur-functionaliteit gegeven.    

 Voor functionaliteit zoals beeldherkenning ontwerpen we een grootschalige architectuur met 

‘kleine wereld netwerk’ die verschillende nanomateriaalclusters met elkaar verbindt door 

elektronische schakelaars waarvan de configuratie door een computerserver moet worden ontwikkeld. 

Door het nanomaterialen systeem te modelleren als een  single-electron tunnelling netwerk, vinden 

we in simulaties dat het systeem evolueerbaar is om inhibitie te realiseren, een belangrijke neurale 

netwerkeigenschap. Voor simulaties van grootschalige netwerken ontwikkelen we een nieuwe 

gemiddelde veldbenadering en vergelijken we de nauwkeurigheid met een standaard Monte Carlo-

methode. Onze gemiddelde veldmethode is meestal 10 - 100 keer sneller voor het simuleren van de 

stroom-spanningsverhouding.         

 In onze zoektocht naar het realiseren van intelligentie, is het nuttig om een wiskundige 

definitie en een praktische maatregel te hebben. Daartoe modelleren we intelligentie als het vermogen 

om patronen te relateren aan gegevens. We brengen input-output relaties van een fysiek systeem in 

kaart met een tabel met referentie-patroon relaties, van waaruit we een ‘IQ’ metriek berekenen. 

Als we nadenken over recente trends in computers, zijn we getuige van een ontwerploze 

softwarerevolutie met de toenemende toepassingen van kunstmatige neurale netwerken. Het is dus 

logisch dat een designloze hardware-revolutie volgt en hopelijk de geboorte geeft aan een 

ENTHIRAN (evolved network that has intelligence realized at nanoscale) ●  



 

த ொகுப்பு

பேரளவு க ொண்ட மின்னணு  ணினி முதன்முறையொ  இரண்டொம் உல ப் பேொரின்  ொலத்தில்  ட்டப்ேட்டது
என்ை அந்த இயந்திரத்தின் ேரிமொணம் மனிதர் ளின் அடுக்கு பேொன்ைது

அதன் ஆரம்ே ப ொக் ம் ேரீங் ி துப்ேொக் ிச்சூடுக் ொன அட்டவறணறய சீக் ிரமொய்  ணக் ிடுவதற்கு ஏகனன்ைொல் 

அந்த ேணிக்கு மனிதர் ள் கேொருந்தொதவர் ள்  ல்லபவறள பேொர் முடிந்தது அதற் ப்புைம் அடுத்தடுத்தேடியொ  
முன்பனைிய  ணினி ள் வொழ்க்ற யின் ேல அம்சங் றள பமம்ேடுத்தின பமலும் விண்கவளி ஆய்வு பேொன்ை 

மற்ைேடி சொத்தியமற்ை ேணி றளச் கசய்ய உதவின  வனீ  ணினி ள் ஒரு  ட்றடவிரல்றல விட சிைியதொ  
இருக்கும் நுண்கசயலி ள் அதனொல் அறவ மி வும் சீக் ிரமொய் மற்றும் மின்சொர சிக் னமொய்  ணிப்கேொைி ின்ைன
இந்த கதொழில்நுட்ே வளர்ச்சியொல்  ணினி ள் இன் பேொன்ை ேயன்ேொடு ள் மூலம் 

ஒளிப்ேடக் ருவியின்  ொட்சிறய குருடர் ளுக்கு விளக் ின்ைன அவ்வற  தெயற்கை நுண்ணறிவு
மூறளயின்  ணித மொதிரியொன தெயற்கை நரம்பணுப் பிகணயம் ேயன்ேடுத்தி 

மற்றும் என் ின்ை ேடிமுறைத் தீர்வொல்  ற் ின்ைது இயந்திரங் ள் சமீேத்தில் ேலற  
விறளயொட்டு ள் மற்றும் விறளயொடுவதில் அதிபுத்திசொலி திைன் றள அறடந்தன பமலும் அறவ 

மனிதர் ளுக்கு விறளயொட புதிய அைிவும் உள்ளுணர்வு ளும்  ொட்டின இருப்ேினும் உல ில்  ல்லது க ட்டது 

இறடபய முடிவு றள எடுப்ேதற்கு ச  உணர்வு மற்றும் ஞொனம் ஆ ியவற்றைக் க ொண்டிருக்கும் தெயற்கை தபொது 

நுண்ணறிவு இன்றும் ஒரு  ிலொ வசீ்சின் தூரம்

இதற் ொன முக் ியமொன சவொல் மனித மூறளக்கு ஈடொன ஒரு பபரளவு தைொண்ட வன்தபொருள் 

கசய்வதில்  டந்த  ொன்கு ஆண்டொ  சிைந்த ஆ  இருக்கும் இன் மனித 

மூறளயவிட  ரம்ேணு அளவில் ேத்தொயிரம் மடங்கு குறைந்தது ஒரு  ட்றடவிரல் ேரப்ேளவில் ஐநூறு 

ப ொடி ஆக் க் கூறு ள் றவத்து வடிவறமக் ப்ேட்டுள்ளது அபத ேரப்ேளவில்  ரம்ேணு அளறவ கேருக்  கூறு றள 

சுருக் ி ஆக்  முயற்சிதொல் அபூரணம் மற்றும் திட்டமிடப்ேடொத இயற்ேியல் விறளவு ள் வந்து வடிவறமப்றே 
சொத்தியமில்லொக்கும் இதற்க ொரு தீர்வு  ொண இயற்ற யின் வழி றள  ிறனவு  ொண்பேொம்

இயற்ற யில்  ணிப்கேொைி ின்ை ஒருங் ியங் ள் ேரிணொம வளர்ச்சி மூலம் உருவொ ின ேரிணொமம் எல்லொ 
வித இயல்ேியல் விறளவு ளிலும் லொேம் பதடும் திைன் க ொண்டது எனபவ மின்பதக் ி குறுக்குப்பேச்சு பேொன்ை 

இயற்ேியல் விறளவு றள விலக்  விதி ள் க ொண்டு மின் சுற்றுவழி ள் வடிவறமப்ேவதற்குப் ேதிலொ 
வடிவகைக்ைப்படொ  தபொருள்ைளில் தெயற்கை பரிணொைம்  மூலம்  ணிப்கேொைி தயொரிக் லொம்
இங்ப  ொம் ைீநுண் தபொருள்  க ொத்து ளின் மின்னணு ேண்பு றள ேரிணொமம் மூலம் வளர்த்து 

 ர்க்ைவொயில்ைள் தயொரித்து  ொட்டு ிபைொம் க ொத்து வடிவறமக் ப்ேடொதது என்ைொல் து ள் ள் ஒரு 

ஒழுங் ில் அடுக் ொதறத குைிப்ேிடுது மீநுண் து ள் க ொத்து ள் விண்கவளியில் விட ேத்து மடங்கு குறைந்த 

கவப்ே ிறலயில் ேரிபசொதிக் ப்ேட்டன பமலும் இந்த ஒருங் ியங் ள் ஒரு கசயற்ற   ரம்ேணுப் ேிறணயம் 

உருவொக் ிட அடிப்ேறட பதறவ றள திருப்திேடுத்து ின்ைன என்று அைி ிபைொம் இபதபேொல் அணு க ொத்து ள் 

இன்னும் அதி  கவப்ே ிறல க ொண்ட திரவத்தில் கசயல்ேடு ின்ைன அறை கவப்ே ிறல கசயல்ேொட்டிற் ொன 

வொய்ப்புக்க ொண்ட மீநுண் கேொருட் ள் வழங் ப்ேடு ின்ைன
பட உணர்வு பேொன்ை கசயல்ேொட்டிற் ொ  பேரளவு க ொண்டிருக்கும் ெிறு உலை பிகணயம்

வடிவறமக் ிபைொம் இந்த  ட்டறமப்ேில் ேல்பவறு மீநுண் கேொருள் க ொத்துக் றள  ணினி 
பசறவயொல் அறமக் ப்ேடு ின்ை மின்  ிறலமொற்ைி ள் இறணக் ின்ைன மீநுண் கேொருட் ள் க ொண்ட 

ஒருங் ியத்றத ஒரு துைள்  ொவும் ைின்னணு பிகணயம் மொதிரி ைணினி மூலம் 

பொவகன கசய்து ஓகடத் டுப்பு என்ை முக் ியமொன  ரம்ேணுப் ேிறணயம் குணத்றத 

ேரிணொமம் மூலம் க ொண்டுவர சொத்தியம் என்று அைி ிபைொம் பேரளவு க ொண்ட து ள் தொவும் மின்னணு 

ேிறணயங் ளின் ேொவறனக் ொ  ெரொெரிப் புலம் அண்ணளவொக்ைம் ேறடத்திருக் ிபைொம் இது 

ைின்பனொட்ட ைின்னழுத்  ெம்பந் ங்ைகள  நுண்ணியமொ  ேின்ேற்று ிை இறயேில்லொ 
 ி ழ் ளின் ேொவறனமுறை றய விட மடங்கு விறரவொ   ணக் ிடுது

நுண்ணைிறவ பதடும்  ம் ஆரொய்ச்சிக்கு ஒரு  ணித மொதிரி மூலம் ஒருங் ியங் றள மதிப்ேடீு ிை 
நுண்ணறிவு எண் ேயன்ேடும் அதற் ொ  நுண்ணைிறவ  ரவுைள் உடன் ப ொரணிைள் 

சம்ேந்தப்ேடுத்தும் க ொள்ளளவு என்று  ருது ிபைொம் ஒருங் ியத்தின் உள்ளடீு கவளியடீு சம்ேந்தங் றள தரவு
பதொரணி சம்ேந்த அட்டவறணயொய் மொற்ைி அதன் றவ  ணக் ிடுபைொம்

 ணிறமயின் சமீே ொல பேொக்கு றளப்  வனித்தொல் கசயற்ற   ரம்ேணுப் ேிறணயம் ேயன்ேொடு ள் மூலம் ஒரு 

வடிவறமக் ப்ேடொத கமன்கேொருள் எழுச்சி ேொர்க் லொம். எனபவ இயற்ற யொன அடுத்த ேடி ஒரு 

வடிவறமக் ப்ேடொத வன்கேொருள் எழுச்சி என்று எதிர்ேொர்த்தொல் ேிைக் க்கூடும் ஒரு எந் ிரன் (

●  



 

 



The first large-scale electronic computer was built in times of the Second World War. Named as ENIAC 

(electronic numerical integrator and computer), the machine was as big as a stack of 100 humans. It was 

originally designed to calculate firing tables for artillery, a task humans were bad at. Fortunately, the war ended 

and subsequent generations of computers have enhanced many aspects of human activity and helped us achieve 

otherwise impossible tasks such as space exploration. Modern computers have shrunk to microprocessors 

smaller than the size of a thumb, and thus become much more quick and energy efficient. This technological 

advancement has made computers capable applications like Microsoft’s Seeing AI which can narrate the scenery 

captured on camera to enrich the lives of the blind. This kind of AI (artificial intelligence) is made possible due 

to deep learning algorithms on artificial neural networks (which are mathematical models of computational 

networks similar to the brain).  There is a buzzing development of computer chips that can efficiently implement 

artificial neural networks, and deep learning machines have recently achieved superhuman skills in playing 

strategic board games and video games, and have brought new knowledge and intuition to play these games. 

This is done by optimizing millions of synaptic weights in an artificial neural network, by backpropagation of 

errors in decision by adjusting synaptic weights layer-by-layer; going backward from the output layer through 

hidden layers and finally to the input layer. However, we are still a moonshot away from achieving what is 

known as artificial general intelligence, which also includes empathy and wisdom to make decisions between 

good and evil in the real world. 

  

The challenge is to make neuromorphic hardware that is as large-scale as the human brain which consists of 

1011 neurons with an average of 104 synapses per neuron. In comparison, IBM’s TrueNorth which has been the 

largest neuromorphic chip over the last four years, has only 106 neurons and 256 synapses per neurons, 

implemented on a thumb-sized chip packing 5.4 × 109  transistors based on 28 nm CMOS technology. 

Shrinking the feature sizes towards the bottom of the nanoscale, to achieve greater computational density, leads 

to imperfections and other unintended physical effects, thus beyond the scope of human-design. To resolve this, 

we recall the ways of nature! 

 

Natural computing systems are a product of evolution. Evolution uses whatever physical processes are 

exploitable. So, instead of making electronic circuits that have design rules to exclude physical processes such 

as capacitive crosstalk, it seems more natural to use matter in its designless form and evolve it for computation. 

Here, we show that the electronic properties of nanomaterial clusters can be evolved to realize Boolean logic 

gates. The cluster is designless in the sense that it is a disordered assembly of particles. Clusters of nanoparticles 

are tested at 300 mK and it is discovered that our system meets the essential criteria for the physical realization 

of neural networks: universality, compactness, robustness and evolvability. Similarly, clusters of atoms doped in 

silicon function at the temperature of liquid-nitrogen. Prospective nanomaterials for room-temperature 

functionality are given. 

For functionality such as image recognition, we design a large-scale small-world architecture that 

interconnects several nanomaterial clusters by electronic switches whose configuration is to be evolved by a 

computer server. By modelling the nanomaterials system as a single-electron tunnelling (SET) network, we find 

in simulations that the system is evolvable to realize inhibition, an important neural network property. For 

simulations of large-scale SET networks, we develop a novel mean-field approximation that is typically 10-100 

times quicker than a standard Monte Carlo method for simulating the current-voltage relations. 

In our quest to realize intelligence, it is useful to have a mathematical definition and a practical 

measure. To that end, we model intelligence as the capacity to relate patterns to data. We map input-output 

relations of a physical system to a table of datum-pattern relations, from which we calculate an IQ metric.. 

 

Reflecting upon recent trends in computing, we witness a designless software revolution with the rising 

applications of artificial neural networks. So, it is only natural that a designless hardware revolution follows, and 

hopefully gives birth to an ENTHIRAN (evolved network that has intelligence realized at nanoscale) ● 



 ப்ரீதம் 


